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Montezuma Trust Co.

Per Word Insertion

and you can rely upon It, as we have not failed before, that your
money Is not thrown away. We have also rented hundreds of houses
by our want ads, as welt a told nearly everything we have adver-tise-

Official Paper of Iternalillo bounty
and City of Allmuorciip.

5, ISC?.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secure It for yoo by a small
want ad. In The Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent
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through them.
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liy, anil send your ad with the cas,a to The Citizen office, or telephone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.
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4--
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failT by mail, on jnmr in advance
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WfAlr by mail, one year..

...
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Clean
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WANTKU

Daily by Carrier, 00c permonM
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Money
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Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

ef
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().
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i parts of the world.
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s
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"
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PRIVATE OFFICES.
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Competent
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CABBS,...;:...
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shirt waist suits a specialty.
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ty and adjoining territory. Salary Both 'phones. Appointment made by
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But a classified advertise
ice.
Jack Hall, ili. ir imimigcr. and Truly
So now they make us go all togent Feeding.
H. E. Nov 5769.
Shattuck, who stars in this vaudeville gether and Miss Patterson and Mr Department, of the interior. Land Ofment in i iih Evening citizen is a
iu a way that is most important at this lime of
williug helper that is not only
An Iowa mother tells of the naiur- - turn, keep, them at it.
Hall go along to see that none of the
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, OcYou'll
tho year the time of heaviest buying.
absolutely competent, but also Is
"They do make a bit of a fuss about girls shirk.
ally correct instinct of her
Hut now we are used
tober 31. 1905.
a willin!; worker. H works all
boy. She says he thinks there U noth- tbis exercise," said Hall, while he to it none of us want to shirk even
yon about the
is hereby given that the folNotice
we
can
tell
in
interested
be
what
ing equal to Grape-Nutthe fine for you. It Is the best
for break- waited. "Hut they all enjoy it once half a mile. We all recommend five- lowing named seitler has filed notice
and most economical publicity In
they are btarted."
mile tramps for girls who want to take of his intention to make final proof
fast.
VALUE OF LIGHTS
caught ihc four care of their complexions. Walking In support of bis claim, and that said
the world.
A photographer
"When he was a little baby "oe was
puny and pale, and to find the right guarded by Hall on their way back Is much better than cosmcticti and proof will be made before the profood to properly nourish him was a from Wade Park as they passed the powder.
bate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mex
The AlbuquerquB Gas, Electric Light & Power Company
difficult problem. When he got to be residence of Mayor Tom Johnson.
Ico, or. December 5. 1905, viz., Get
SAM KEE
about twelve mouths old we com The other four, guarded by Miss PatProiMisals will be received until 11 trude Heco, w idow of Francisco Heco,
pretty
e
of
says
has
lots
he
that
Grape-Nutfood in our terson, are a block ahead, all rosy a. in., December 20, 1!hi5, and then deceased, of Valencia county, for the aV
Bieuced
things, comprising Toys, Indian
family, and I liegau feeding him a Ut with healthful exercise.
opened for furnishing material
and S'i SE'i. NW'i SEVi. SW'4 NE4, V Curios,
Mexican Drawnwork, and
lalxir to rt pair public buildings here. of rectlon
ile moistened with milk. We all liked
The first two girls in the
28,
township 12 north,
Chinese and Japanese goods, for
Grape-Nutbut be liked it especially
are Misses Mabel Spencer and Information furnished on applicatioj. range 7 west.
VE FILL
Christmas.
15.
well.
Bessie Kelio. The second pair are Envelopes containing proposals should
He names the following witnesses
215 South Second Street.
"It agreed with him. Ho began to Misses lllanet Itm nliaiii and Beatrice! be marked "Propoiials for repair pin to prove hU continuous residence
RIGHT
PRESCRIPTIONS
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
grow plump and rtihy, and for year l.'.Vui nr. Hail Is on guard behind.
tle buildings," and addressed to S. P. upon and cultivation of said land,
f
Vestal, captain and quartermaater, Ft. vir.. Juan JiautUte Kowemlsneh,
lie has scarcely eaten a breakfast
condruggist,
is
1ho
B.
Briggs,
Dr.
H.
By Beatrice L'Amour,
Bayard, N. M
without a dish of Grape-Nuts- ,
e
and he
203 W. Railroad Ave.
Por to, Jose
and
At Consistent Prices
fined to bis homo with a severe cold.
ll.iiltli things are really splendid
usually eats nothing else. Ho wants
AlonH, all of Itguna, New Mex- The son of Dr. Hriggs is also ill with
it and will ta.ke no substitute. He'nas'fmi. Not the kind that come iu ia
ico.
COMING EVtNTS
tonsiliti
lo eat fur breakfast, but things
never been tick and today Is a re-.MANUEL R. OTERO.
tramps and rides in au- uarkabiy robust child with a fine mus- like
Register.
The Season of Indigestion.
December 5 "Marriage of Kitty."
i ls lots brighter all
cular development and a quick, active tiiiiinbilt s. On
.1.
December 7 "Two Merry Tramps."
Tile season of indigestion is upou
tramp in the mornbrain by far the healthiest audi "lay tor a
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
lndi8
us. Kodol Dvsiiepsia Cure for
December
"Cousin Kate."
strongest, even if lie is the youngest. inu.
I ihoiiiibl
"t'HERMAN-WlLLJAMgvstion and Dyspepsia will do everyit a lilt hard at first, but
H -- Concert, given by the
,
f my five children.
Always
BUILDING
PAINT
PAPER
thing for the stomach that an over'All this I attribute to bis regular now I can walk teu milts instead of Lyric: Male quartet, under the auspices
more, looks best, wears
Covers
Lime,
Plaster,
stock.
Cement,
canstomach
of the Socialist local.
loaded or
food." Name given live juM as easy as not.
use of Grape-Nutlongest, most economical, full
not do for Itself. Kodol dinests what
December 16 "Mahara Minstrels."
There are some other rub s they
by Post u in Co., Battle Creek, Mleb.
Paint, Glass. Sash Doors, etc.
measure.
you tat gives the stomach a rest
December--'
''Hooligan In New
make us observe. Mr. Hall won't let
There's a reason.
ALBUQUERQUE.
relieves sour stomach, belching, heartN. M.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
Read the little book. "The Road to us have more than a half ixiund of lorn.'
t hiicolates a day.
burn, indigestion, etc.
He ayg that more! December 27 "Hans Hanson."
Wellville," in pkgs.
Tn Kvknino Cmzm will t delivered in Ihr
low rale of 2U rentn per wet'k. or for SO
nt per month, when pant monthly.
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LARGE PROJECTS

WE

FOR NEW MEXICO
Over Six Hundred Thousand

Dollars Will be Expended
in Two Big Projects.
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On January 1st, we will, for a time, withdraw from the market
all remaining unsold lots in the

IRRIGATED

The Citizen, during the past week,
special dishas published several
patches from Washington and elsewhere an to what the government intends doing as to the completion of
two big Irrigation systems In tuis territory.
A special dispatch from Washington to the Denver Republican, dated
December 2, and going into some of
the details, pays:
A delegation of residents of Carlsbad, N. M.. which has been here several days urging the secretary of the
Interior to apportion funds for New
was asMexico irrigation projects,
sured today that two proposed projects would be undertaken.
One of these is known as the Carlsbad project, nd under it the reclamation service agrees to purchase an
property of the Peeos Valley Irrigation company, including its canal system, part of tne dam destroyed oy e
flood of October last, and all water
rights of the company, for all of
whic $150,000 will be paid. The government will spend in addition to completing the enterprise, about $450,000.
Work will be commenced immediately and will he carried on by the
reclamation Bervlce. It is imperative
mat the system shall be advanced to
such a stag that water can be furnished for 15,000 acreg prior to ' the
next irrigation season, and to do this
will not permit the delay of calling
for bids and letting all the work to
contractors.
In addition to furnishing the water
for 15,000 acreg now ,nder th
Pecos Valley Irrigation company's
hen completed
canals, the project
will be extended to irrigate 40.000
aores additional and not previously
under irrigation.
The other project approved Is what
1s known as the Leesburg diversion
project. It will consiBt of a diversion
dam across the Rio Grande river and
will furnish water to Irrigate 40,000
acres of land in the Mesilla valley in
New Mexico and Texas in the vicinity
of El Paso. The project will cost
of
$200,000. and the apportionment
this sum has been tentatively apInproved by the secretary of the
terior, the amount to be available as
soon as the proposed water users sign
contracts to repay the cost of the
works to the government within two
years after completion;
for
A complete system of canals
distribution has been in operation
many years, but without sufficient
water to supply lands under it, and the
diversion dam to be built will supply
This defect. The members of the delegation ' looking after the matter are
F. Cr. Tracey, A. M. Hovey, A. S. Free COLFAX COUNTY 8HEEP
man and Charles Ballard, all of Carls
COMPANY ORGANIZED.
bad.
The following articles of incorporation have been filed in the office of
IRRIGATION BY PUMPING
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
The Colfax County Sheep company.
The incorporators
are Frederick
THE PLAN CAN NO LONGER BE Roth,
H. R. Phillips and William J.
CONSIDERED AN EXPERIMENT Linwood,
all residents of Raton. The
IN THIS LOCALITY.
capital stock of the company Is placed
A party consisting of Messrs. Jas. at $50,000, divided into 500 shares of
Smith W Ci Ham- - the par value of $100 each, $30,000 of
C, iritoh In. P
mel and E. A. Drake, drove down toi which" has been subscribed. The term
can Aiuunio lu ee iue wiia ictcunj of the existence of the company is
sunk by Messrs A. H. Hilton and C. fixed at forty nine years. The principal place of business is In Raton and
N. Allaire, for purposes of irrigation
by pumping, says the Socorro Chief- the principal agent is John Morrow.
tain. The trip confirmed every mem- The objects of the company are to
ber of the party in the opinion that buy, own, handle, dispose of and oththat means of irrigation cannot fail erwise trade in sheep, and to buy, rent
Anally to become the chief reliance in and otherwise acquire land and disthis part of the Rio Grande valley. pose of same, to any extent that the
well ana company may see fit, for the handling
Mr. Allaire sunk a
centrifugal pump In- of their sheep business.
T.as a three-incstalled. He met with some difficulties
To feel strong, have good appetite
in sinking the well, but overcame
them In an Intelligent and business- and digestion, sleep soundly and enjoy
like manner, and the ease with which life, use Burdock's Blood Bitters, the
stream of great system tonic and builder.
be now draws a three-incwater from the river's underflow indicates that even with that small
pump he can economically Irrigate
twenty-fivor thirty acres of ground.
Mr. Hilton Is operating on a different
plan. He Is sinking a thirtern-foo- t
well and walling It with brick, laid in
cement. As soon as the well Is comcenpleted 'ne will install a
trifugal pump with which he hopes to
irrigate two Urge alfalfa fields near
at hand. Mr. Hilton is confident that
he will be able to celebrate Christmas
by seeing this plant in active and successful operation. Irrigation by pumping is no longer an experiment in this
locality. It will not be long until that
method of Irrigation will he in general
use.

East

We can now only say, things look good for J 906 and if yot want
to make a quick profit buy this month at present prices and terms.

$125, $150 to $200 per

$10 Down, Balance $1 per Week

Lot-O- nly

MARK WHAT WE SAY; Yot will miss it, if yoti leave this
opportunity slip by. Look for the man with the white horse, he
will show yoti the LOTS.

SURETY INVESTMENT

six-Inc- h

TOM BELL, OF NEW
EDITOR FULLEN GOES TO
MEXICO, NOW FAMOUS.
LOS ANGELES TO MARRY.
A Moulder-- , Colo., dispatch
says:
Louis O. Fullen. postmaster at Carlsa
In
letter to his father, the Hon. M. bad, Eddy county, editor of the CarlsS. Whitley, George Whitley, now at bad Argus
one of the leading citiOxford university pursuing "nls Rhodes zens of and
southeastern New Mexico,
scholarship, writes that Tom Bell, a will leave CarUbad
the 10th inst.,
former Boulder athlete, a graduate of for Los Angeles, Cal.,on where
upon ar-

Jff

fi

2PTNr

the university here and who was
chosen for a similar scholarship from
New Mexico, where he had located,
has made the famous 'foot balr team
as well as the eight-oa- r
crew of his
own college at Oxford university.
Wei the Way.
The mission of "Early Risers" Is
to clear the way and give Nature full
sway. These famous little pills rid
the stomach and bowels of all putrid
matter, thus removing the causes of
headache, constipation, sallow complexion, etc. DeWltt's Little Early
Risers never gripe or sicken. A safe,
pleasant, perfect pill. Mack Hamilton,
hotel clerk at Valley City, N. D..
says: "Two bottles of these Famous
Little Pills cured me of chronic constipation." Sold by all druggists.
.

JANUARY NEXT WE MOVE TO THE NEW

rival, the marriage ceremony uniting

him with Miss Dorothy Moores of that
city, will be performed. After a brief
honeymoon they will make their home

STAAB

at Carlsbad.

For Cracked Hands.

Salve, but an occasional application
will keep the skin soft and smooth.
Best for Eczema, Cuts, Burns, Bolls,
Kite.
The genuine DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve affords immediate relief
in all forms of Blind, Bleeding, Itching and Pnotrudlng Piles. Sold by al
druggists.

STOCK REDUCTION MUST BE FORCED TO CONFORM
WITH OUR NEEDS

Hawley on the corner, opposite the
poitoffice, does kodak finishing. Firet-clas- s
work guaranteed.

As the work of removal is a big undertaking, and to perfect a system that will successfully meet this great emergency we must greatly
reduce our choice and most
stock. Under these ' circumstances we are obliged to cut deep into the prices. Especially for the
H6liday Shoppers this is the most favorable opportunity for money-savin- g
in buying useful Christmas Presents, such as Rugs, Curtains
Portieres, Couch and Table Covers, Bed Sets, Pillow Shams, Scarfs'
Sofa Pillows, Cushions, Lambrequins, Blankets, Comforts, Household
Linens, Etc. Visit our store and keep posted on the things being
done during this Removal Sale.

Known Oualito

ANNIVERSARY

Uoiton, Mass., Iec. 5. The double
celebration of St. Andrew's Day and
of the 248th anniversary of the St. Andrew's Society, brought one of the
largest gatherings of prominent Scotsmen from all parts of the United
States and Canada to this city, that
as prolal)ly ever known on this side
f the Atlantic. Among the prominent
.Scotsmen, who have come here to attend, the double celebration, is Andrew Carnegie, who was elected an
honorary member of St. Andrew's Society In July, 1XN9. Among other
guests who have accepted the
invitation of the society are Hon. and
Mis. John D. Long, I'resident Chas.
W. Eliot of Harvard, President Henry
S. I'ritchett of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Rev. Dr.
George A . Gordon, of the Old South
and Mrs. Cur-tiChurch. Governor-elec- t
Guild, Jr., General and Mrs. Chas.
H. Taylor and others.
The anniversary exercises will be
held In the ball room of the Hotel
Somerset, on Commonwealth avenue.
There will be a gecial at 6:30 o'clock,
t reception at 7 and dinner at 7:30.
The songs, music and poetry of Scot-;anwill furnish the entertainment
program and some of the best singers,
musicians and elocutionists have been
ngaged for the purpose.
d

In Mad Chase.

Millions rush in mad chase
after
earth, from one extreme of faddlsm
o another, when, If they would only
at good food and keep their bowels
1'irular with Dr. King's
New
Life
:lls, their troubles would all pass
relief
quick
Prompt
cure
and
tay.
'or liver end stomach trouble; 2Tic at
lay drug store; guaranteed.

'ii

--

Subscribe for The Evening Citizen
;.J get the news.

There are two classes ct remedies: those of known quality and which are permanently beneficial In effect, acting
gently, in harmony with nature, when natureneeds assistance ; and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting temporarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
functions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional of
the rerneiliesof known quality andexcellence is the ever
pleasant Svrun of Fius. manufactured hv ihc r.nlif.irni.-Fifj Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
plants, known to act most beneficially, in a pleasant syrup,
in which the holesome California blii fi, aie used to contribute their rich, yet J. hcate, fruity flavor. It is the remedy
of all remedies to sweeten and refresh and cleanse the system
gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming constipation and the many ills resultiniitherefrom. Its active nrini-i- .
a,,u quaiuy are Known to physicians generally, and the
I
remedy has therefore met wih their approval, as w e!! as with
tne favor of many millions of well informed persons u ho know
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'Rough skin and cracked hands are
not only cured by De Witt's Hazel

The Laxative OF

CELEBRATES ITS

248TH
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f their own personal knowledge and from actual experience
; thatit is a most excellent laxative remedy. We do
not claim that
it will cure all manner of ills.but recommend it for v, hat it really
represents, ay laxative remedy of known quality and excellence,
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character.
There are two classes of purchasers: those who are informed
to the quality of what they buy and the reasonsfor the excellence
articles of exceptional merit, and who do not lack courage to go
sewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of any well known
:icle; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
J who allow
themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
beneficial effects if they do not get the genuine remedy.
To the credit of the druggists of the United States be it said
that nearly all of them value their reputation for Professional
int egrity and the good will of their customers too hihlv to
imitations of the

dtr

Genuine Syrup of Figs
manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., and in order
to buy the genuine article and to get its beneficial effects,
one has only to note, when purchasing, the full name of
tne tympany California Hg byrup Co. plainly prinu-dothe
ironi ot every package. I'ncc, 50c per bottle. One s;zj only

NOTICE

FOR
H.

IS.

PUBLICATION.
No. 59C8.

Department of the interior. Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oc
tober 31. iyo5.
Notice Is hereliy given that the following naiiioj settler has fi'.ed notice
of his Intention to mal;e final proof
In support of hit claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December E, 1905, viz., Juan
Bautlite Kowemlsneh, of Valencia
county. New Mexico, for the S4
NWU. NVi SV',i, lection 28. township
12 north, ranee 7 west.
He names the following wltneseet
to prove his cuiuiuuou residence
upon
and cultivation ot iald land,
viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Qonzaleti,
HUenta Alonza and Teodoro Powto,
all of ltuna, New Mexico.
MANUEL. K. OTERO.
Register.
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Furious Fighting.
"For seven years," writes George
V.
Hoffman, of Harper. Wash., I
had a bitter battle,
with chronic
stomach and liver trouble, but at last
I won and cured my diseases by the 0
us1
of Klectrlc Hitters.
unhesitatingly
recommend thctu to all, and 0
don't Intend in the future to be without them la the house. Tbey are
certainly a wonderful medicine, lo 0
have cured such a bad case a mine."
Sold under guarantee to do the same
tor you. by ail dniKKistn. at &oc a 0
i.ottle. Try them today.
-

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
be news.
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For full particulars
GARNETT KING.
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Maxwell's Talisman, which has somewhat lost caste
by Us opposition to the president's plan for congressional
regulation of railway freight rates, must stilt ho Riven
the palm for 11a dauntless. Indefatigable, and nhle activity In the matter of Irrigation for file arid regions.
In
Us latest Issue that paper says:
In a reeent address Secretary Wilson staled that the
settlement of the Mississippi valley created a home market which was worth more to the manufacturers of the
United States than the markets of till the rest of the
world. It waa their own market and thpy did not have to
compete for Its trade with other manufacturing nations.
If the Mississippi valley with Its thirty or forty million
of Inhabitants largely occupying farms of
200,and BOO
acres affords the best market in the world, what would be
the reclaimed arid west where irrigation doubles and
trebles the yield and farmers make fortunes out of twenty
and forty-acr- e
tracts? Desert land, when it Is provided
with an adequate water supply, jumps In value from a
dollar to a hundred dollars an acre and the created value
of the American desert when irrigated with the flood waters which now run to waste, would he not far from ten
thousand minion dollars, a valuation too stupendous for
Intelligent conception.
The most remarkable and wonderful feature of the
Irrigation development of the government lies In the fact
that the cost of this great work will all be repaid to
the government. The first completed national irrigation
work was announced last June a small patch of 50,000
acres and it Is significant that long before the. water
from the big government ditch waa turned upon the land,
every acre under It had been eagerly taken up by settlers,
In
tracts, under agreements to repay the government every dollar expended in the work.

(.

80-ac- re

Dwellers." "Plains Dwellers," "Aztecs." etc.. were In
habits, customs, arts and pursuits, Identically the same.
dive the points of similarity of these two territories,
historical.
The Spaish explorers visited the two; they
found the same conditions existing In the two, the same
The
climate as today; the same almost in everything.
Spanish founded settlements ami the people now called
These conMexicans grew up in both territories alike.
quered in large degree the savage tribes nnd blazed tho
way for the present civilization, in both.
ine 1wo territories were alike embraced in the colonies of Mexico,
and remained such until acquired by the United States
They remained as one
either by conquest or purchase.
territory until divided by the United States government
in 1863.
Both are still under the control of the United
Slates government In a sense, the property of the government.
Give the points of similarity of 1he two territories,
industrially.
Two great transcontinental lines of railway puss through each; with a third building through
Irrigation Is employed In farming enterprises of
both.
each. The products of the soli nre very much the same,
zones.
embracing thrtse of the temperate and
Sheep and cattle raising are profitable industries, and
have been for jears the principal source of commercial
Iloth have been the scenes Of operawealth, in both.
tions at the hands of the prospector, until now when the
ninlng industry is assuming large proportions, the precious metals In Ar'zona and the industrial minerals of
New Mexico are reciprocally profitable to each other,
business men being Interested in both territories. The
man In overalls Is the producer of wealth In each. The
or alien capitalist Is draining each of lis
wealth, under present arrangements, while but a few
capitalists are trying to develop and improve the ter- Itories.
What are the points of similarity In the matter or
population?
Perhaps about nil nationalities are represented In both, with many from the different states of
ne union residents.
Each territory Is a factorv for
making American Patriots.
The people of eacn are
patient, hospitable, and long su.Tering. and have uowers
of endurance second to none.
They are enterm islne and
Independent.
The conditions I
been such all along that the number of damphools has
always neen Kept reduced to a very small minimum.
A duplicate of any person In Arizona may be found in
New Mexico and vice versa, and some to snare
What are the educational qualifications and
A vigorous public school svstem is in
of each?
each, also colleges and training schools.

THE MESSAGE

Governor Broward, of Florida: I am thoroughly In
sympathy with the great national sentiment in favor of
curbing bribers and bribe takers.
I have already called
the attention of the law makers of the state to this criminal and
practice and expect to do ho again
in my message to the next legislature. In my 'opinion,
these grafters can be best detected and punished by a
strong law, making the practice a felony, and exempting
from punishment, and therefore compelling to testify, the
person who accepts or is offered the bribe, In order that
the greater criminal, the man who has placed the temptation In the way of his fellow man, may be certainly
reached and punished.
I am Btrongly In favor of state
insurance control and recommended such a plan to the
last Florida legislature, and will urgently recommend It
In my next message to the legislature.
Washington Post. A unique token of affection and
esteem in the shape of a heart of pure mountain gold,
a contribution from 8.000 persons of Denver, to the president of the United States, Is on the way to Washington.
being conveyed by Representative Robert W. Bayne, of
me mountain capuai. air. Hayno is expected to arrive
tomorrow, when he will make the presentation to Mr.
Roosevelt in the name of the people of his city.
The
heart is composed of four and one-ha- lf
ounces of virgin
gold, without the least particle of alloy.
u is encased
in seal, and the case Inliued with "forget
blue.
It Is given particularly as an appreciation by Heveral
thousand men, women, and children, who contributed
to it because of the president's intervention that resulted
In the ending of the war In the fur east.
-- me-not"

I

am

In

favor

of

the

strictest laws consistent with true' freedom for the conI think the grafters will be
trol of life insurance.
under the criminal law now on the statute books.
The matter-ibefore the great state of New York, and
1 think
jwe can trust to the officials of that state to do
their duty.
It may be well lor the government to take
the matter of insurance under hs supervision.
have no
puu-Ish-

s

opinion to offer on thai question Just now.
I may be
counted on to assist In every reasonable way in cheeking any tendency toward fraud,' bribery or corruption in
the in.sur:nci juslness or In any other line. But 1 think
calm r.n.t cool judgment should prevail, and the facts
become fully known before drastic action Is taken or
recommend d.
N. O. Murphy, of Arizona, is reported as saying tue
in Washington, D. C: As long as that obnox
ious proposition (jointure with New Mexico) is before
congress, I shall be in this vicinity, seeking to oppose it

other day

by every legitimate means. The people of Arizona 'are
against it overwhelmingly, and if a fair expression oi
the sentiment of New Mexico could
taken, a majority
or its people would be found in the negative. Arizona
is rich and prosperous, and there is no other cloud on
its' horizon save this threat of being forced Into a most
distasteful partnership.
if wo cannot be admitted as
a state on our own Individual merits, all we ask is to be
allowed to remain as we now are.
1

New Mexican: The office of I nited States marshal
for New Mexico Ib one or the most desirable places
within the gift of the president, and at this Urne, us far
as known here, there Is no telling who the lucky man
will be.
At one time the office of United States marshal
was of great political power in this territory.
This
happily has changed for the bejter, and outside of pro
vlding one man and a few of his friends with Mood places
the position Is not of much consequence to the ieol
at large.
It looks as if the present Incumbent, c, M
Koraker, will succeed hlmsolf.
With the. president of the country making Joint statehood a party issue, and saying that "there is no obligation upon us to treat territorial subdivisions, which lire
mutters of convenience only, as binding us on the question of admission to statehood," with the additional remarks that "then Is no Justification for further delay,
nd the advisability of making the four territories into
two stales has been clearly established," it begins to
lixik very much as though the opposition of the corporations in Arizona and the officeholders of New Mexico,
with, their respective hangers-on- ,
will not be able to
thwart the desires of the people.

The Citizen lias received u letter from Hon. .1. I..
Hubbell, of Cisnado, Apache county, Arizona, in which
the gentleman says: "We arc now organizing a committee for tile purpose of advancing t lie interests of
Joint statehood. We will in this county, I believe, make
the best showing of any conuty in both territories." So
the good work goes. With the president, 'he next governor of New Mexico, the speaker of the bouse of representatives, and Senator liovciidge in the upper chamber,
Ihe prospects of Joint statehood certainly look iond.
In ours, if you please.
No

lk

The whisky trust has been sued by the migar trust,
and the only thing needed to make the legal cocktail
complete is to have the lemon trust Intervene.

HOPEWELL

DON'T DISAPPOINT HIM.
WH HAVE A BEAUTIFUL, LINE OF CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR, IN EVERY
THAT IS CORRECT.
MANY OF THE SILKS AND SHAPES ARE CONFINED TO
BE FOUND ELSEWHERE.
WE HAVE THE CHOICEST CREATIONS OF THE

tuberculosis

exhibition is a feature at the New
History, and it tells a tale of
stranger than Action a tale
which so far as possible should be made a part of every
citizen's education.
It shows the career of the dread
disease from the dark unventilated room In which it is
born to the final catastrophe.
It shows the means by
which It can be Combated, and, better still, the means by
which It can'be prevented.
Fresh air and sunlight are
the cure.
The exhibition contains lessons in the rela
tion of food to the cause and cure. Cases far advanced
ure being nourished, aired and lighted back to health.
Every enterprise that has for Its object the extension
of knowledge concerning consumption and its cure is to
lie welcomed.
That scientific men should possess definite knowledge is not enough.
No great progress can
be made until the general public understand the simple
rules of right living, which alone can baffle the disease.
In the United States the death rate from tuberculosis
Is frightfully high, as compared with that of other countries, and Is said to be increasing.
Iji Europe the con
quest lias been steadily advancing.
In Prussia statistics
show that at the present rate of decrease deaths from
pulmonary tuberculosis will entirely cease in 20 years.
In 1 8S7 the drop began, and 'be death rate from this
cause lias decreased since then from 31 to 21 per M.OOO
In England, In the same period, the drop
population.
has been from 24 to 19.
If has been demonstrated be
yond auy doubt that lu consumption's ealier stages cures
may be effected In almost every case, and that even after
tho disease has made marked headway its ravages may
be stopped, the patient grow strong enough to do a full
day's work and get full enjoyment of life seven days in
the week, and live to an advanced age, to die at last of
other disease. The positive assurance that this can be
done, and Is being done in thousands of cases. Is the best
medicine that can be offered to a discouraged consumpHope is the best tonic there is. It Inspires one
tive.
to fight, and not succumb, and that is half the victory.
However, while every word of the foregoing is true,
It must not be forgotten that the most important element in the cure of consumption of the lungs cannot
be shown in the New York or any other, exhibition. That
Sunshine, aridity, altitude, purity
element is climate.
of atmosphere and absence of extremes either of heat or
cald these things in connection with cleanliness, outdoor
life, exercise, proper food, avoidance of all excesses, will
multlDlv nrobabilltles of recovery an hundred fold: hut
without thetilinate, recoveries through the other agen
cies will be few and tar between.
York Museum of Natural
the triumph of science,

XX000CK0CKXCC

PAY NO ATTENTION TO

M. MANDELL,

ImafJinatioEti

OOCKC000CKC0C
As a matter of fact, most people who suffer from
chronic aliments can be cured by almost any means from
It Is from among
which they confidently expect relief.
this class of persons that the cures made by Christian
Scientists ure recruited.
Tho healers only persuade
their patients that they have nothing the matter with
them, and straightway they begin to get better and even
tually are entirely relieved.
At least as many patients
have been cured by Christian Science as by osteopathy
In ibis country.
Were the ailments of such persons,
therefore, imaginary?
Not entirely.
Their sense of
discouragement, however, prevented their nervous system from exercising sutikient control over certain tis
sues to enable them to throw off low grade pathological
processes.
If the mere influence of suggestion, the only
remedy of Christian Science, can accomplish so much,
It is easy to understand how much may be expected from
similar suggestion aided by the Influence of tho mind
in the repeated, systematic manlpulatloa of an osteopath
in whom confidence Is reposed.
The chronic sufferers
who become the vaunted cures of the osteopath now
belong to the same class that have always In all ages
enabled the irregular practitioner of medicine to point
with Hide to his cured patients, and so gain new adherIn all the history of medicine,
ents for bis system.
however, not a single therapeutic measure of enduring
value has ever been Introduced to the notice of the medical profession In this way.
The general public seems to think as Dr. Still bints,
that tho regular medical profession is opposed to osteoAny manipulapathy as a method of treating disease.
tions that will aid In the cure of disease, any rubbings
that by favoring the circulation to certain parts will relieve symptoms, any massage or other physical measures that will help suffering humaulty, the medical profession is not only perfectly willing, but even ready
accept and adopt Dr. Joseph J. Walsh.
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Fine Clothing and Furnishing
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at Our New Salesroom

Call

20G WEST GOLD AVENUE
LEARNARD

9

THE SQUARE MUSIC

LINDEMANN

&.

DEALERS.

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
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ELKS' THEATRE!

nothing. Could not be put ,in the position or condition you mention. Send
a copy of the paper containing the ex
tract mentioned and will take it up
from here. Our relations with the authorities you mention are entirely harmonious and there is no occasion or
such reports.
FRANCIS J. TORRANCE.

AFTERNOON

SATURDAY

CHRISTMAS COOKING.

FOR

The finest flour is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
The "Empress"
and pastry.
brand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed in any particular. Its flavor is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable in a family

AND

NIGHT.

Dec. 9th

:
:

Hour.

,

DISTRICT COURT

Return Date of

.

land grant case, which
has occupied the attention of Judge The All
Abbott the past week, still held the at
tention of the court this afternoon,
but it was thought that the arguments NOTHING
were about completed at 3 o clock.
Tiie Washington mine
case will
probably be continued tomorrow, after a hearing in the attachment suit
of the Robert Massey Cigar company
against C. M. Wilkerson, which will
be called the first thing In the morning, and is expected to consume about
The Chillll

Star Specialty
OLD

BUT

M. BERGER

Ill

Co.

THE TITLE.

ti;

Flip

an hour.

THE
ITOCR

-

Matinee Prices
Night Prices

MARKETS
MONEY

Mm

locand 25c
,25c, 35c and 50c

Seats on sale Friday morning
Matson's book store.
3.

Spelter,

FURNITURE,

at

I

AV

VAjTj

Santo Fe Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night Private dialog rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

SEASON.
I'nder Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING.
ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA 1LE & CO.

k

WHERE TO DINK

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

Miss F. M. Blackall, recently of
Kocnester. N. .. has been installed
as public stenographer at the Alva-- .
Lead and Copper.
rado. On coming w est six weeks ago,
New York, Dec. 5. Lead, $."i.80(r Miss Blackall stopped with friends,
5.85; copper, firm and unchanged.
who are teachers at Cochitl, the pic
turesque Indian pueblo on the west
New York Money Market.
bank of the Rio Grande four miles
New York, Dec. 5. Money on call. north of the village of
Pena Hlanea.
Arm and higher, 66Vi per cent:
prime mercantile paper, 5',2(g5:)ii per
The Torture f a Preacher.
cent. Silver, 63V4c.
The story of the torture of Rev. 0.
D. Moore, pastor of the Baptist church
Provisions.
of Harpersville, N. Y., will interest
Chicago, Dec. 5. Closing Prices
you.
He says:
"I suffered agonies
were as follows:
because of a persistent cough, re
Wheat Dec., fihc; May, 88Mie.
sulting from the grip. I tried tot
Corn Dec., 451ic; May,
sleep sitting up in bed. I tried many
Oats Dec., 30 e; May, 28tC
Pork Jan., 13.57l4; May, I13.07H-lr- remedies without relief, until I took
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con-Jan., S7.17V4: May. $7.35.
sumption. Coughs and Colds, which)
Ribs Jan., $6.37; May, 7.17Vs.
entirely cured niv cough and savea
me from consumption." A grand cure
Closing Stock Quotations.
New York, Dec. 5. Closing prices for diseased conditions of the Throatj
on stocks today were as follows:
Price
and lungs. At all druggists.
Atchison, common
87V4 50c and $1, guaranteed.
Trial bot103
Atchison, pfd
tles free.
151
New York Central
lll
give a
Pennsylvania
Mrs. viii (irunsfeid
1394
67 M, church tea ut her residence, limy West
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific, common
13fit Tijeras avenue, from 2:.'in to 6 o'clock
95
Saturday, December It. The public is
Union Pacific, pfd
90
cordially invited.
Copper
U. S. S., common
37
To the Public.
104 as
U. S. S pfd
Notice is hereby given that 1 will
not be rcxpousihle from and after
Kansas City Live Stock.
KansHs City, Mo., J ec. 5. Cattle
this dale for any groceries, dry goods,
na- or any other debts contracted by my
Receipts, 7.000; market steady;
$3.50(ftfi.25;
tive sleets.
southern wife, Asma Uargoivra. on her own
steers, f2.5odi 4.1'u; southern cows. account, or on my account, myself
;
native cows
and heifers, and my said wife having ceased to
2tft'5.1&; Blockers nnd feeders. $2.50 live together as husband and wile.
M. (1 AIM SOUR A.
Si 4.50; bulls.
2.25fiit; calves, $2.50f
li.Ou; western steers. $:!(?i4.75; west
Dated December 5. llo5.
ern cows, $2(fi'3.25.
Sheep Receipts, (i.oiiO; market was
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
steady; muttons. $i.5ofi ti.10; lambs
Ij.fiO'fi 7.50;
ranae wethers, $4.75(5
FOR RKNT Three unfurnished and
5.75; fed ewes, $3(fi 4.75.
Also one
one furnished bouse.
Ulue Label goods makes them all
largo store room. F.uqulre 312 W.
step Inside, Ht Conroy's.
Lead avenue.
Dec.

x
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Spelter.

St. Louis. Mo..
Higher. $ii.30.

West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale t Agent
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How Old School Talks

THIS LOCALITY

AND STYLE

THERE IS ONLY ONE PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY CHOICE NECKWEAR, AND THAT IS AT
MAN'S STORE.
' HE'LL" BB SURE TO LIKE HIS TIE IF IT COMES FROM
HERE, FOR WE LEAD THE TOWN IN
NECKWEAR, SILK MUFFLERS, FANCY SUSPENDERS AND SILK, HANDKERCHIEFS.

ROT IN THE JOURNAL
Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 5.
W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque, N. M.
1 elegram received.
Pay no atten
tion to rot in the newspapers. There
is nothing. In it at all.. The road owes

ITS FOR

SHAPE

Leading Neckwear Makers

Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 5.
Francis J. Torrance, Bessemer Building Pittsburg, Pa.
The Morning Journal recently published an article purporting to be a
dispatch from there stating that our
company was Indebted to the Enterprise bank for the amount of $50n,ooo.
This morning they published another
dispatch claiming at a conference held
there yesterday between the Pennsylvania Development company and Receiver Rinaker and former Receiver
Cunningham, the latter were given
, supervisory power over the Santa Fe
Central, and that they would complete
he branch Into Albuquerque, and then if
sell, hoping in this way to protect 'V
their half million claim. I wish you 5v
would wire me an authoritative state- - 1Z
ment lo publish in The Evening CitI
yen.
W. S. HOPEWELL.

ooacCKocoox

About

NEWS

AND WIRED FOR NEWS

Curing Dread Curse
of L.amif Corastumraptioim

Christmas Tie

A

FOR

HOPEWELL HAD"dOUBTS

XXXKCCCCKXXXCXrxX0CKX)00

A

WIRES

IT MATTERS NOT HOW MANY CHRISTMAS GIFTS A MAN MAY RKCKIVK. UK WILL ALWAYS
HE EXPECTING SOMETHING VERY HANDSOME IN THE WAY OF

Pittsburg, f .. Dec. 4. At a
ference held
the officers
of the
Pennsylvinln
Development
company
and
Receiver
Rinaker.
and former Receiver Cunningham,
representing the wrecked Enterprise
National bank of Allegheny, an agreement was reached as to the money
due to the bank from the Development
company. The sum Is said to be over
$"11(1,0(10.
To secure this It was agreed
that the receiver should exercise a
supervisory power over the operation
of the Santa Fe Central railroad, extending through New Mexico from Torrance to Santa Fe, that he should
complete the branch now under construction from Morlarty to Albuquerque, to connect with the Santa Fe
railroad, and then if advisable, sell
the entire system. In this manner the
receiver of the bank has hopes of securing the entire amount due the bank
from the Development company which
built and practically owns the railroad.

al

nt

The presidents message appears In this Issue of The
Citizen absolutely unabridged and set In our own office.
It Is said to contain some 30,000 words, anfl The Citizen
takes this occasion to say that every word Vif it deserves
the careful consideration of every intelligent, country
loving American.
With the exception of the civil war,
there have never faced thig republic graver questions
of a national character than those which now demand
atention of our lawmakers; and upon the manner in
which they meet and discharge their obligations, will
depend the destiny of our country and its growing millions for many ages.
President Roosevelt, In his message, calls the attention of congress to these questions;
and he does so with a wisdom and moderation born of
careful study, large view, able grasp and unprejudiced
conclusion.
The American people may well ponder his
words.

Christmas Neckwear

The Sensational Yarn in the
Morning Journal is Denounced as Pure "Rot."

(live- the points of similarity between Arizona and
New Mexico, prehistorlcal.
The remains of prehistoric
man In both territories, as far as discovered, go to show
that the people of those days, now denominated "Cliff

MARKET MAKING

Governor Cutter, of Utah:

ROAD STORY

000000XCCK00C

nuslness Manager

5, 1905.

ANOTHER FAKE

From St. Johns, Arizona, Herald.

O

W. T. McCREIGHT

1

ock.vcockoo
Oneness of Arizona!
Andl New Mexico
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PENINSULAR RANGE

In dollars and onts they cost rt mors.
superior. In durability t hey last longea,
any other. You ars most oordlally knvitsd
line.
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Prloes In Plain Figures $3Q and Up
Old stoves
THE McBRAIN

Albuquerque

taksn at a fslr valustlsn.
FURNITURE

CO.,

205 Geld Ate,

Foundry and Jlachine

Works 0

f.

HALL, Proprietor
ft.
Iron and Braas Castings; Ore, Coal aud Lumber Cars; Shaftings.
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts (or
Ruildltigs.
Itopmlr on Mining mnd mill Machinery m Mptclstty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, S. M.

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

IS

Supplies
Kastman Kodaks and Putographic
Fine Stationery. Huyler's r Lowney's Candies
We do Printing and Developing for Amateurs

0.

A. MATSON

BARN ETT BUILDING

& COMPANY
205 WEST RAILROAD

AVE.

0
4

c

4

0

1
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BOY STOWAWAYS

CITY DADS ENDORSE THE

Tcrsway Street Macadam Proposition

vestigatedThe

to be

Social Evil Committee

in Stock Car.

Reports Progress.

WERE

With precision and promptness the but the property owners, according
to law, would have ten years in which
city council trammeled a great vol- to
pay the assessment, and that no
night
In
Just
ume of business lust
contractor could be found who would
forty minutes.
carry the proposition for that length
talk
The only matter upon which the of time. After some
council wax not a unit was a motion on the subject, the matter was dropped.
t,y Alderman Glllenwater to investiBy concerted action, Vt H. Mitchell
gate a proposition whereby one D. J.
Tersway, a contractor at Fort, Wln-git- e, was appointed city scavenger, on the
proposes to sell the city ma- nomination of the mayor.
Reports.
chine) y with which U may macadamTreasurer Expenditures, $2,410.50;
ize Its own stfeets. Alderman
kerson made some little opposition balance on hand Dec. 1 $11,46.42.
City Marshal Arrests, 144; meals
against the proposition, not because
he di1 not think J hat t he city was in served, 479; fines collected, $rt80
Licenses collected,
City Clerk
need of good streets, but because of
a resolution adopted by the council ll.S62.75.
Building Inspector Building perlast April wherein they agreed not
to incur any additional expense dur- mits granted," 3ti, representing new
ing the year, as the city's funds were buildings costing $.13,750.
Joint Statehood Resolutions.
only about sufficient to carry the necessary expenses. However, when the
Just prior to the close of the meetmatter came to vote, Mr. Wil kerson ing the council adopted the following
voted for Mr. Oiilenwuter's motion, resolutions favoring Joint statehood:
Be it Resolved, by the city council
and the vote of Alderman Ilfeld,
chairman of the finance committee, of the City of Albuquerque, New Mexwas the only vote to the contrary. ico, In regular session assembled: bo-hThat this council, speaking on
The street committee was given auof the neonle of Allniquerque,
thority to Investigate Mr. Tersway's
i heartily endorse the proposal to ad
proposition.
Alderman Wilkerson then moved mit the territories of New Mexico ana
state,
that the city attorney be ordered to Arizona into the union as one
draw up an ordinance providing for and we respectfully petition congress
street crossings inside the following to pass an enabling act to that, end
limits, the connecting street cross- at the present session.
Be it Further Resolved, That all
ings, Included:
Between First, and
Fifth streets, east and west, and be- friends of statehood are respectfully
tween Silver and Tijeras avenues, requested to aid In securing
and progress for the people
north and south.
of the proposed state and use all proIn the absence of Alderman Harrison, Alderman Walker reported that per means to make known their wishthe special committee appointed at es to congress.
Be It Further Resolved. That in our
the last meeting of the council to Investigate the social evil had made opinion the people of the two terriprogress, but owing to the absence tories are entitled to have an opporfrom the city .of one member of the tunity to express their will as to the
committee nothing definite had been acceptance or rejection of Joint statehood at the polls; and that in our
decided in the matter.
Chiarman Hanley, of the street opinion a good constitution submitted
committee, moved that the council to the people of New Mexico and Aribuild a foot bridge across Copper ave- zona will be adopted by them.
Resolved, Further, That a copy of
nue at Edith street at a cost not to
exceed $75. The street committee was these resolutions be sent to the presgiven full authority to act in the ident of the United States, the presiding officers of both houses of conmatter.
The paving of the streets tnc.om-passe- d gress and the chairmen of the committees on territories in the senate
by the street crossing ordiand house of representatives.
nance, the city attorney was instructI hereby certify that the foregoing
ed to draw up, was suggested by
Alderman Ilfeld. The chairman of is a true copy of the resolutions
the finance committee had an Idea unanimously adopted at a regular
of the
that the cost of the paving could be meeting of the city council Mexico,
assessed against the abutting prop- city of Albuquerque, New
erty. Alderman Wilkerson informed December 4th, 1905.
FRANK M'KEE, Mayor.
the council that the cost could be asAttest: H. F. LEE, City Clerk.
sessed against the abutting property.
after-dinne-
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TERRITORIAL HEALTH BOARD

TO BUILD STEEL
WATER TANK

IN

SESSION TODAY AT COMMER
PARLORS FOUR
CLUB
MEMBERS PRESENT.

CIAL

J. RICKMAN SAYS WORK WILL BEGIN SOON HERE FLATTERING
...
OFFER.

JUdv&nce Sale
Xnmas Furs

JOINT STATEHOOD

Were Found by Local Yard Senator Beveric'g: Says the
Men Concealed In Trunk
Bill Will Pass Present

In-

PLACED

Train No.

INDLR

Congress.
THE

ARREST

ARIZONA

DELEGATES

MAD!

A special dispatch
had attached to it lasi
from Washing-eveninstock car containing a ton to the Denver Republican, dated
string of fast steppers hound for San December .1, says:
Francisco, and owned by W. M, Kog-- i
Senator Beve'ridao todav dlsroKnrn- ers and "Fop" Kahili, the well known led his practice of refusing to accord
turfmen. Mr. Rogers had preceded Interviews, and staled to the corre-thhorses one train, but Mr. Kalilll spondent that he feels certain that
accompanied them.
;boih branches of congress will 'pass
The Santa Fe Railroad company has bills to admit Arl.ona and New Mex- experienced considerable difficulty of ico as one slate and Oklahoma and
late by Jockeys, exercise boys and Indian Territory as another, during
"tou n" beating their way over the,, the coming session.
line in the stock cars, and yard ofti-- i
The chief onposition to statehood
clals along the system have been ran-- In this form Is coming, he said, from
t toned to
le on the alert, examine all large mining companies and railroads,
horse ears thoroughly and arrest ev-- i chiefly the Santa Fe. and those In
ery one found there without trans- - charge of the statehood
will
bills
portntion.
'have some interesting facts to place
In accordance with these Inst rue- - before congress when the statehood
tlons Yard Watchman flray and IV- - finest ion Is discussed,
pot Master Wells boarded the horse
Former Governor N. O. Murpliy, of
car on No. 1 upon Its arrival at thfj Arizona, is here to lead the fight on
Albuquerque depot last evening. They i a combination of Arl.ona with New
Inquired of the man in charge of the) Mexico, and declares that, he will do
car whether there were any persons all In his power to prevent, w hat he
with him. The reply was in the neg-- j states would be an outrage.
ative. Noticing a small trunk in onei
corner, the Santa Fe 'men walked over PEOPLE OF ARIZONA ARE
lll'y fAJUMVU II1HI 1 WUI1II1 un
I" C.
MAD AT THE PRESIDENT
locked and were greatly surprised,
consequently, when the lid was easily
lifted. It. was greatly
intensified,
Anol her special
ilsnatch from
however, when the forms of two boys Washington,
under the same date,
huddled closely together in sardine savs:
fashion, came to view inside the trunk.
The Arlonn people who are opOne, a youngster built along featherposed to statehood with New Mexico
weight lines, gave his name as Steve are
rather wrought up, with the infor,
Ross and his occupation as a Jockey
Prf
He was under contract for three years! ma'io" theA"
Jhl hmessage
recommended
to Mr. Rogers. The other boy's name dent -has
I
.1
i
I i
New
nun
ue nilUHBnil'll in stiis.wun
Is Arthur Moll.
He exercises
one state. and Oklahoma
race horses and makes himself gen Mexico as Territory
as another.
and Indian
erally useful around the stables.
care to
Mr. Kahili was in a Pullman sleeper ' The Arizona people di nnt to
New
Into the I'nior linked
when the boys were found, but wheu rome
They think that the presinotified as to what had occurred, hei Mexico.
as he does not have fi Mve mere,
remarked that he did not have tbei dent,
to force tht Issue.
time to attend to the matter, and re- is unjust isIn atrying
story in circulation that
fused to put up the fares of the boys theThere
new governor of New Mexico, refrom Kansas City, where the car was cently
appointed by President Rooseturned over to the Santa Fe company, velt, was
obliged to commit himself
to San Francisco. The boys were to Joint statehood
for the adjoining
therefore locked up in the city prison
was appointed
and Mr. Rogers notified by the railroad territories before be
company that the fares of the boys
would have to be paid from Kansas BAD MARKSMAN SCHULTZ
City to Albuquerque, at least.
BOUND OYER TODAY
In police court this morning Judge:
Crawford remanded the youngsters to
the city prison for five days, at which TO AWAIT ACTION OF GRAND
time he expects to decide npon some; JURY
ATASSAULT WITH
plan for disposing of the matter.
TEMPT TO KILL THE CHARGE-JEALO- USY
RESPONSIBLE.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
At the preliminary hcariug of Harry
A marriage license was Issued by
Probate Clerk Summers this morning A. Schults, charged by V. W. Sleight
to John W. Gibson and Miss Mary with assault with attempt to kill, before Justice George R. Craig, this
Edith Getting, both of this city.
the defendant
Charles Ilfeld, the merchant prince morning at 10 o'clock,
of $250,
of northern New Mexico, accompanied was bound over In the sum
m v vrvthona in .town from
await the action of the grand Jury
i,
Kve bond and was released
Vegas as the guest of his brother, B.
Back of the story of the shooting,
Ilfgjd
ln yestday's Issue of The
W H. Clark, of Ho'irook. Ariz . lsi,,H told Bu.)OHr8
t;,e ld story of do- cl
he w ill n,t'1 ' '!.! 'lc',y' A' I'iV
nngbe accompanied by Mrs. Clark, wbo !s " -i7he
''on.inuedvi.its
of Sleight to the
rmeTaf the" Sisters' hZ.itaT"
nier,g w)fe gr(?w lnBancly JettloU8 ,ud
California limited train No. 3 was cat(,nlU)? he )anpr ollt m the yard at
delayed at Trinidad this morning
n
e t 305 .a Broadway y8- over three hours as a result of the , ,
fired two sliots at
nftemoon.
near I hatcher, i ne ,ljm a, a .nl!,tau,.e of )Uiy four feet,
wreck of No.
wreckage was praciicany
cieareu but was unable to do, any damage, owaway this afternoon and it Is ex' ing to his poor marksmanship.
poctei that traffic will resume Its nora shot gun Sleight
mal condition tomorrow.
the fire without effect, after which he
The annual meeting of the Woman's swore out the warrant for Schuitz's
Home Missionary Society of the arrest.
Christian church will be held this
It is said that at the trial before
evening at the club room of the so the grand jury developments of a
ciety. An excellent program has rather racy nature may bo looked for,
been arranged for the occasion ana as Kehultz claims Sleight has been
all members, as well as those who Intimate with his wife for the past
may be Interested ln the work of the tin et. or four years.
society, are extended a cordial Invitation to be present.
FUNERAL OF MR. WALTERS
1

a

"NOT THEN

- - -

BUT NOW
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Reduction on all Furs

j

j

i

j

TDK CHOICEST AND MOST APPRECIATED CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF ALL
WHY NOT SELECT ONE NOW?

OVER

HANDSOME FUR.

A

BEAUTIFUL

SELECT FROM.

300 TO

FUR

SETS

FOR

CHIIJREN.
BY MAKING A SMALL DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE ANY FUR LAID ASIDE UNTIL XMAS.

Note

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
The Golden Rule Dry, Goods Co.

.

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

i

I

!

j

i
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The territorial board .of health conat 10 o'clock this morning In
vened
,J. Ricknian,
an expert steel tank the parlors' of the Commercial club.
builder for the Santa Fe Pacific rail- Only four members were present,
road company, returned this morning namely, Dr. G. W. Harrison, of Albufrom the City of Mexico and con- querque, president; Or. T. 13. Hart, of
tinued east to Chicago where he will Raton, vice president; Dr. n. B. Black,
visit relatives for about three weeks. of I.as Vegas, secretary; Ir. W. D.
Mr. Hickman stated while in Al- Radcliffe, of Belen.
buquerque that work on a new steel
Dr. J. J. Shuler, of Raton: Dr. G. C.
water tank would commence shortly Bryan, of Alamogordo and Dr. J. H.
In the local yards. The tank will be Sloan, of Santa Fe, were unable to
exceptionally large, the dimensions be- attend.
ing 2lxtio feet. It will he, when comThe morning and afternoon session
pleted, one of the finest structure of was devoted t.i the consideration of
its kind on the Santa Fe system.
several quarantine matters and to the
Mr. Riekman was recently offered applications of a number of colleges
the j"b of constructing steel oil tanks desiring of being listed by tne board
on the Mexican Central railroad, but as institutions in good standing.
h declined the offer.
The matter of the application for
licenses of about thirty persons wishpractice medicine was not
ing to
D. J. ABEL WAS
reached this afternoon and will not,
WORTH $55,391.07 In fact, be reached until tonight or
Death of Mrs. La Mountain.
tomorrow, to which time the eossIod
The death of Mrs. Eva R. Ia
The funeral of the late Georjte H.
expected to last.
is
morning Walters will be conducted from the
In the nrohate) court of Hei nalillo
this
occurred
A. M. Leeson, of Santa Fe, is Mouutuin
Mrs.
years. undertaking parlors of A. Borders tocounty yesterday afternoon Judge the official sienog.apher.
at the age of forty-foJesus Romero received a report from
She was the wife of George La Moun- morrow mornins at 10:30 o'clock. Mr.
the appraisers in the estate of I).' J.
tain who has been traveling through Walters had been an esteemed resiIS IN
Abel, deceased. The estate Is valued COL BERGER
this section as the representative of dent of Albuquerque for the past elRht
estate, $17,800;
Real
as follows:
a wireless telegraph company. A son years. For a Ioiir period he acted us
THE METROPOLIS
10."j4)
;
cash and lite insurance, $X0.1
jnnitor Bt the First National bank
who holds an important clerical posibalance of estate, f:!7.i:.'i.!7. making
tion with the Santa F railroad at. the ird subsequently looked after the
and
secretary
Burger,
M.
Wm.
Col.
a total of $55,3111.07.
Helen cut-of- f,
also survives. The re- property of Hon. B. S. Rodey during
the Belen Town and Im- mains will be removed to the home In the absence of Mr. Rodey from the
The ieort of the appraisers on the manager ofcompany.
tocity
in
Is
provement
esiute of B. H. Thomas, deceased, was day on business connectedthewith the Topeka, Kansas, for burial. Mrs. La city. Mr. Walters was hiphly edualso filed and approved. The estate
Mountain had been in Albuquerque cate i and left considerable real esrepresents.
He says for
consists of the following property: company heupon
about a year.
tate and money to his mother.
cut-oAbo
in
the
Real estate. $1,075 and household that work
and
rapidly
very
progressing
pass
is
Try Blue Isabel Jams, Jellies and
Drive up to County's and see the
goods, $150.
preserves, at Cotiroy's.
display of Blue I.abel goodB he has.
to convene it is expected the bridges will be comThe court adjourned
pleted by the 1st of February and
again on next Monday.
lhat construction trains will be running between Belen and Kpris via
AMERICAN SOCIETY
Wlllard. by that time.
There is quite a demand for botn
FWriMFFDt1
MLXnANIlilL LllUlllLLKJ business and residence lots in the
new townsite at Belen.
In order to make it convenient to
New York, Dec. .I The
of Albuquerque who
annual meeting of the American So some residents
to purchase lots Col. Berger
ciety of Mechanical Knsineers, one of
of has decided to be at Albuquerque
the most important organizations
mechanical engineers in this country, two nights a week during this month.
opens here today for a four days' ses- He will be found at the real estate
of W. P. Metcalf, on Silver
sion. The opening inciting will be office
this Tuesday and tomorrow
held at the headquarters of the (S- avenue,
evenings, and every Tuesday and
ociety,
at 44 West Twenty-seventfrom 7:30 to 10 o'clock,
street. President John It. Freeman, Wednesday
parwill read his annual address, which where he will be pleased to show
give
will be followed by a social gathering ties the map of the townsite and
t. which ladies will also be admitted. them all particulars as to prices and
The second session, tomorrow morn- terms of sale, etc.
ing, will be held in the main saloon of
Our trade tor November nasi to far exceeded our expectations,
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
liner "America." at
the
He docks In
the Hamburg-Americathat we have found it necessary to duplicate cur heavy purchases.
Hohoken. N. J. The members will be
According to the records, Mm real
welcomed by Knill Hons, general man- estate men did a sprightly business
Commencing December 1, our store will be kept open evenings,
ager of the Hamburg American line. today. Transfers were recorded as
Then a regular business meeting will follows:
papers
be held and some Interesting
and additional help added, to take care of the Christmas rush.
Angela Gianini to Winnie Fennel,
will be read. After ihe meeting the lot !t, hUx'k J!t. Eastern addition,
.
Inspecmembers will make a thorough
Michael Kilduff to Sisters or CharMake your selections early. Remember, I positively retirs from
tion or the various parts of the big ity of Cincinnati, lot.s
17. block
and
will
steamer, in the afternoon they
5o. original townsite, fl.
the jewelry business January 1, and from now until December 31,
take a trip to Harrison. N. .1.. to inThomas Ainaworth to Isaac h.
hlnglon
spect the new Henry It. Wort
Bracken, et al., 1 and
acres of
I
will make prices lower than ever offered on Fine Diamonds,
Hydraulic Work.
lind bounded on the north by Garfield
avenue, $i.
MASTER
PLUMBERS OF
Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Class, Handsome Printed China, Solid
Broadway Land & Investment comTHE ATLANTIC COAST. pany, to Margaret Stewart, lots 11 and
Several 1:'. block 13, Kastern addition, $1.
Wilmington. Del., Dec. 5.
Silverware, Plated Silver Table ware. Clocks, and everything behundred plumbers from New Jersey.
Neill B. Field to S. G. Sanchez, the
Pennsylvania. Delaware, Maryland, the undivided
of the Antonio
Jewelry store.
longing in a
District of Columbia. Virginia, North Si .liHo Grant, $l,ftti0.
(Jeoreia,
Carolina,
South
and
Carolina.
are assi nibh il here to attend the fifth
DR. CONNER IMPROVING
unnual convention of the Association
of
Atlantic'
the
Plumbers
Master
of
A telephone message received from
Ihe t layton Houe Is tne
Coast.
NEW MEXICO'
headquarters of the delegates. The itiH home of Dr. C. H. Conner at 3:30'
LEADING JEWELER
doc-- '
gave
this
organization
o'clock
afternoon
of
the
and
the
members
local
exas
over
general
condition
improved
made
much
have
tor's
ln
citizens
the
tensive preparations for the reception yesierday. The report circulated this
morning that his condition was worie. '
and entertainment of the visiting
was a mistake.
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5. VANN & SON

mm
We

Offer to supply you with anything

$12
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil
18 China Tea Sets
40c China 8alad Bowl

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

first-clas-

13.

c

j

Auto phone, 316. Bell phone, 115.' Residence

Auto

phone, No. IIS.

A OORDERSt runorml Director and Kmblmr

4

i

0

Black or White Hearse. $6.00

Commercial Club Building.
C1TT UNDERTAKER. -

'

Dynamos,

Motors and

Electrical Supplies
WIRING

HOUSE

'(M

rr

A

SPECIALTY.

Authorized Agents
CROCKER WHEELER CO.,

housecleanlng

General

largest Hue of Electric and Combination Fixtures In the Southwest.

and

Job work promptly done.
Bell phone, Red 271.

Automatic phone, 260.
AVE.
WEST RAILROAD

411

Southwestern Electric and Construction Company
216 SOUTH

O. F. C.
WHISKEY
Bottled

Bad Weather
Suggeots
HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc. Rates
from Ave cents per day up. Let us
tell you about It.

In Bond.

The Colorado Telephone Co.

esjeje

Room

-

0XeOeXe)

18

N. T. Armljo Building.

00OseOeeee

Do Yoti Know

Bole Agents.

THE COMFORT AND PROTECTION A GOOD CHEST PROTECTOR AFFORDS? COME IN AND LET US SHOW YOU SOME
GOOD ONE8, AT MODERATE PRICES.

M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

Albuquerque,

First
W.

oee

oeoeoOsK

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

0.

STREET.

SECOND

Ooee

THE CELEBRATED

B. H.Props.
BR IOCS

St. sod Gold Are.

A.

CO

Alvarado Pharmacy.

Strong's Sons

Both Phones.

eXXXXXXXXXXXXX)OCXDOOOOOOC

STRONG BLOCK.

You Feel Good
when you smoke a "White Lilly"
lucanse It's a good cigar, made
of good tobacco, and gives a good
hiiioK.- !- cme that you can thoroughly
enjoy.
Two dollars for a box of

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

'White Lilly" clears.

A.

MONUMENTS.

Second St., Both Phones.

201 211 N.

113';,

J. RICHARDS

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

SVDCOCOOCOOCCODOCXXXpOOOOC
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

s

FOX,

f

q

Cs0000es000

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CO.

SALE

II .

AVE.

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD

MELINI & EAKIN

1

0

25e Q
20

CLOSING OUT

c

0e0CS000

IS

Decorated Havlland China, at
per cent discount.
.
25e
75o Glass Berry 8ets .'.
20c
35o Glass Water Pitchers
$1.25
1.75 Decorated Lamps
$3.2$
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
65o
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
40o
50o 8team Ego Poachers
$1030
$12.50 Buggy Harness

h

j

8tovea....t6.7S

GRAND

e

In

Special Prices
On the Following
Refrigerator
99

Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

fifty-secon-

Have.just received a new line
of Clocks, Cut Glass, China
and Jewelry in general, and
invite their old customers to
give them a call before buying

our lint, at prlcea that aro fair and
quar, and w art now making

oooooo

MCrtlllimi

trans-Atlanti-

FIVE.

SOMETHING ABOUT

ON SANTA FE

JOINT STATEHOOD MEASURE

PAGE

Carries

the

United

States

niuil;j

only line wiiti a change of stock eu
route: good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Alt)U(uer(iue every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. in. For
particulars, address W. I.. Trimble ft
Co., aeents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
H. BLOCK, Proprietor, perea. N. M.
,T.TU.. tl.;...
""U..r.r.
f'ttrtid
liros. puts up, you will find at Con-jm

ocooooeoeceoe
NEW YORK FAIR

ooeooexe)oexooeo

THE

ANTONIO

Gent's

Furnishing

Special Sales Every Saturday.

oeoeo eo eo

ARMIJO A CO.

oe)

Goods Now Arriving
Auto Phone 601.

Oeo eo

121 N.

Third

t)
Street a

Osoosvs0oeoe000
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THE WHY OF SUICIDE,
ALWAYS IMPULSE, NOT DELIBERATION. BUT
PRESIDENT DARLINGTON
THE GENERAL CAUSE
YORK BOARD OF HEALTH, 8UGGESTS A COMMISSION

NEARLY

GREAT AMERICAN

HORROR

WHAT

IS
NEW

OF
TO

MOST ANYTHING
girl In Cleveland killed herself
hearing a man recite "The Face
on the Barroom Floor." Probably was'
afraid he intended 1o recite It again.

September ! " pre of Cleveland, appointed a
of three men to diHftusde from itiicide any person taken with

So far, the plan Is in only an experimental stage,
several appeals have been made to the commission.
f 9 9. 99
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P. Morrison, the Superintendent of
sions, Tells of Plans For Many

tion draws are never realized. They
all eat unwisely, and midnight is an
early enough bedtime for cvea Tne
'
children.
"In New York, at our present pace,
there will soon be no such thing as
quiet sleep. The racket in the streets
goes on through the night as well as

?

Ji.tOl

M

BAIN
and

In

the

day.

Simple Life a Cure.
"We will have no suicides If we will
return to the "simple life.' I consider
tne large circulation of Wagnpr's
splendid book upon this subject one
of the best things that has occurred
In this country In years. When President Roosevelt endorsed that book he
won the undying gratitude of every
conscientious physician In this country.
"In New York we were brought face

Mis-

PEACEMAKER

"Mrs. Delilah's work on Mr. Samson was good, but It's double eagles to
gold bricks that a baby's arms would
have won a hair cut Just as quick."
That is what a well known writer
makes one ot his characters say.
It Is a happy fact.
Ixve for the little one Is the whole
some link that binds father and
mother more closely than anything
else.
A great artist has recognized this,
too. He pictures a little child, stand- -

to laeo last year with an enormous
Increase In carbolic acid suicides
2i2 out of H.ii!. lo overcome this, we
secured a law which prohlbts drug
gists from silling raw carbolic aelft.
'Although there are now fewer carbolic
acid cases, the total of suicides Is not
decreased.
"The principal methods of the miser
able people who take their lives are
by the knife, the gun, hanging, ga
and poison. Very few people drown
themselves, and lew die by leaps.
"These facts go to confirm my opinion that suicide in in the main an impulsive act ion. Whatever the specific
Getting His Trimmings.
and individual eases may have been.
I venture to say that all can be traced
Is a peculiar man. Every
"Struttly
baek to the healt
conditions of life of which time it hails he puts down all the cur
tains in his house.
I complain."
"That's a habit that came from his
stage experience. You know Struttly
barnwtormed as 'Hamlet' for two sea
BATSMEN'S PECULIARITIES
sons?"
"I don't seet how that explains it."
"Simple enough. Every time he sees
"Hatters have odd ways of taking
their positions at the plate," declares a hailstone, it reminds him of a hen's
Perry Werden, the
of first egg."
basemen. "I.ewee, who played short
"Gifton hands his wife $100 every
stop on the Kansas City team In 1904,
hair a peculiar way of getting ready week for pin money."
"You
must mean diamond pin
to bat. Just before his turn came to
face the pitcher, lie would take his money."
bat in his left hand and then swinging
"I'm afraid I must have done some
It slowly, would face the sun. When thing
to offend Mrs. Niffty."
place
It was his turn to take his
aij "What
makes you think bo?"
up
to
tne piate. ne would wain siowiy
a note from her asking
"Why,
here's
step
with both me to
the swat station, first
with Tier, and
dinner
take
completely
feet on the plate, turn
ixistserlpt,"
no
there's
ready
around twice and then step back
to bat.
"When right, there was never a LANDS ARE OPENED
surer hitter flinn that same I.ewee.
He was a reliable man in' a pinch.
FOR LEASE OR SALE

we are completing a new
church at Roswell. This structure i
luunti u i xrvi i '.ruirii i uim no niiu win
be ready for dedication the first of
the year.
"A $5,000 church was dedicated sevhold the first quarterly meeting of
the" eral weeks ago in Silver City.
the new year. He Is a guest at
.
Improvements at Santa Fe.
Claire hotel, where Rev. J. U Shive-lvnastor of St. John's Metnodist L"The building in Santa Fe, which
hag stood unfinished for over a year.
church, that city, called upon him.
Reverend Morrison has Just return- is to be completed this winter. The
ed from New York and Philadelphia, handsome new pews will be Installed lng between her parents, whose black
where he attended the annual malting soon. A new carpet' will also be pur- looks indicate a quarrel.
he
And
of the Mission and Church extension, chased. The other fixtures, such as calls it "A Plea for Arbitration."
Koeletles. and witnessed the appropria the gallery, chancel rail and pulpit .
If there Is a baby, father and
tion of a large fund by this associa furniture cannot be put in at present
- mother have a great, mutual gladness.'
gobuilding
Is
me
so
because
much
there
in
work
use
in
church
tion for
cementing power that lies In
! Ing on in
Santa Fe that men and ma And the
southwest. Dr. Morrison said:
love for the little one will tide)
their
secure.
terial
to
are
hard
.Mission
Euglish
s
Mexico
''The New
"In I.as Vegas a parsonage, costing them over many unhappy differences,
of the Methodist Episcopal chuicn w
Indeed,
Is to be erected at once. I will teach them many a dear truth of mu$3,600
condition
prosperous
very
in a
go
territory
to
of
Estancla If possible, in a few tual forbearance.
people
the
iu are all thesupporting the mission. days, to
The dependence, the helplesseness
assist In laying the corner
who aid In
of the little life appeals to the noblest
stone
new
features
church
encouraging
there.
many
of
a.
are
There
1,
I ..
tiiiu l.Mtnc.
iuu ueel Hint IIut--a in t;ui:u, nn.l
uiiiin
Increase at Raton.
to my work Just at this time.
In each,
for
best
then
noblest
the
and
Extension.
for
!n
The congregation
Thousands
Raton has in so that they see the finest part of onej
"The Missionary society, through its creased so rapidly that the present
s nature.
general committee, has appropriated church Is not large enough and a new another
And so the breach Is healed, and
$1,500,000 to carry on Its work In the structure is soon to be built. Our baby
wins his rank as peacemaker,
various fields at large. The board of beautiful church at Aluuquerque, one far above
The Hague conferences, and
$340,000
aside
set
extensions
la
territory,
the even Roosevelt.
church
of the finest In the
comneedy
In
colchurches
help
build
pride
people.
now
are
our
of
We
to
For the ten thousandth time, a'nd
struggling lecting a few voluntary contributions
munities and to urge
one of a million reasons, bless the
for
already
work
completing
money
enough
to
will
churches in
which
furnish
baby.
way.
pay
remaining
on
off the
under
indebtedness
"Our annual session, which recently this church.
tne
City,
under
Silver
Rollins,
at
convened
the newly ap- BIG EDWARD MERZ IS
"Rev. J. C.
RECOVERING FROM SICKNE8S.
presidency of Bishop Joseph U Berry pointed pastor at Albuquerque, is
of Buffalo, was harmonious and bene- working hard to lift this debt. R. A.
Ed. Mori, whose serious illness we
ficial to all present. The reports from Morley, the pastor at Las Vegas, is a had occasion to mention In our last
new man In the field, having arrived Issue, Is steadily Improving, and with
the various ministers show the largest missionary collections ever re- in New Mexico from Chicago, only no unforseen complications, will soon
ceived. The church extension collec- last month. Other pastors are plan- - be out of all danger. Mr. Mers is
tions also went far beyond the high nlng evangelistic work and missions one of the first citizens of Iteming,
water mark of any pervious year. are being established in many new land has always hal the respect and
The Increase in the membership dur- places.
Episcopal best wlsnes of this community, and
The Methodist
ing the year was beyond that of any chruch Is making every effort to keep all will be pleased to learn that he
of our former records. The building up with the advance of the territory j will soon bo wKb us again. Demtng
of churches also shows progress. Just which I consider phenomenal."
Ueailligh.

general super- P Morrt-on- .
tntendent of the Methodist churches in
and portions of OklaNew Mexico
homa and Texas, Is in Santa Fe to
v
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HICKORY

WAGONS

BABY

Improvements.
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BROCK AND FEAGANS

OLD

METHODISM IN THE TER- -

A.
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anti-suicid-

Rev.

Chad-wic-

Insurance
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"The girls were very much surprised by Miss Mumm's wedding,
weren't they?"
Oh, yes. they were surprised, uui
not nearly so surprised as angry.
It looks more and more as though
Deppw was the original Depew man.

t

Thai suicide Americana, especially New Yorkers.
New York. pec. 6.
is a human impulse, ami rarely, If They do not eat. regularly or properly;
ever, the deliberate act of any person, they do not sleep; they do not ex
is the belief of Dr. Thos. Darlington, ercise their body reasonably; they do
president rt the New York Hoard of not give time for recreation and toe
Men and women who talk building up of new life. Como with
Health.
of self destruction, K-this authority me any hour of the day and I will
Fuint-.titheir. show you men and women fighting on
t r ,
J
' . patty
i i J in'''1.'.
tj like mail, neglecting every law ot nathreats Into effect.
For this and oilier reasons. Dr. ture, for dollars.
"There was a time In American life
Darlington. In an interview with this
correspondent, declared his belief that when a man would work eight or ten
a day and rot urn to hta home
the movement entered Into In Cleve-lan- hoursfamily
for rest, refreshment, cul
to discourage suicide, would be and
tivation of his mind In directions to
Ineffective.
cares and
board will ac- balance his business
"If he
complish anything, It will be a grand, enjoy recreation and rest: Few men
"I In our cities know that sort of life
good work," said Dr. Darlington.
way. now; they are at their places of busikml.t if it can be done that
WhaLJ should like to see would be a ness pounding from morning to night,
rommtsKlon that would Investigate and then thev carry home or to the
the real underlying causes that drove club the 8anie business worries that
no less than 853 men and women to have been beating upon their brains
They tell their trobules to
eml their lives In the metropolis last all day.
year, to say nothing of the thousand their wives and children, and so the
who unsuccessfully attempted suicide." whole family Is involved. The wife.
about
Suicide is increasing and certainly In the meantime, is worrying encomtomorrow, fears for the future
there is a general cause for It.
pass her, shattering her nerves and
Nerves Overworked.
"The first great cause Is the truly ruining her health, and fiatf of thefrightening nervous tension of most pictures of future trouble her lmagtna-

the

The Shanghai Chinese stopped the
lmycott because they feared the water
god. No, no, Plerpont Morgan Is notl
the water god.

already

t

strange that Mrs.

finr-nn- k

i

suicidal Impulse. The commission privately Investigated the condemand.
ditions and gives relief or encouragement, as the ease-maThe theory la that moral or material assistance at a crucial moment will avert many a suicide, and there Is a standing Invitation to
all despondeut persons verging upon a rash ac to confide In the
responsible cltl.
members of the commission, who are substantial,
a

7.PUS.

Is Indeed

overlooked
companies.

cnm-missio- n

5, 1905.

TEV BEST IN SILVERWARE
Our stock of Sterling Silver and Plated Ware
I commands the consideration
ol the critical
rbuvef. It'S COmnleteness in rnntrc aoH
newness
in .
varletv.
in stvlrn
quality and fairness in prices
rnablca one to t hoos with a
OUR NRV
degree of satisfaction not
ILLUSTRATED PALL AND
kpossinle elsewhere in
WINTER CATALOG No. 1
tne ftoutnwest
will be sent nnon rvniirRt
W nn.tviv
all charges, and ship goods on approval
with privilege of examination.

A
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A limit.
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REAL GOLD

I V

0 Ha

WHOLESALE
mnd RETAIL

fife

N. M.

AlbirquerQue,

ooHorse Blankets and
Lap Robes

Every horse needs a blanket this
weather, and we Invite an Inspection of our large line. A good,
lined. Burlap Blanket, Iwth two
surcingles attached, for $1.50. Fine
wool street Blankets at $2.50 eeh.

nnd-destroyln- g

i

..k

J!. MJIUBIObUU.
'

0
0

sCQNTKV

Cor. First street and TIJeras road.-

-

mbl

St. Elmo

llTTie

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Wl23$,BriRto,Efc,

-

JOSSTH BARNKTT, Prop.

Area

RjtlTroael

120 Wert

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

WL

ail glasses prescribed by us.

For the reason that we can guarantee

Optical Co.
Uebbor
AVE.
115
GOLD

Okla.. Dec. 5. The half
milliou acres of Indian pasture reserves lyiig southwest of here were
thrown open to settlement today. The
cilice of lndlau Agent Randlett, who Is
of the sale and lease of the
; In charge
lands, was surrounded by large crowds
of prospective settlers all day today.
eager to secure choice locations. All
the lands are leased In 160 acre tracts
for a period of five years, dating from
January 1, 106. The minimum price
is 26 cents per acre and year. No one
person will be allowed to lease more
than two sections of land and all bids
must be made separately for each
quarter section. Each lessee Is bound
to cultivate all tillable land up to 75
per cent of tne land leased.
The
lessee Is given the privilege of revaluleasing
the land at an appraised
KID LEW EE'S PECULIARITY.
at the end of five years. No subAlthough not a heavy hitter, he could ation
leasing
will
the
be depended upon for a single or consent of be allowed without
the Secretary of the In
double, which he got with a persist- terior.
ency must irritating to a pitcher.
"Whether this peculiarity has help- WANT TO SEE THE
ed I.ewee to get many of his hits, I
"BEN HUR" ROOM.
cannot say, but he sure was a lucky
Nine out of ten tourists who come
batsman.
to this city, desire to visit tho room
" 'Lefty' Davis of the Columbus In the
governor's palace, in which the
anAmericHii Association Club, is
late Governor Lew allace wrote his
other player who goes through some famous novel, "Ben Hur," says the
mystifying motions before batting. New Mexican. The capitol custodian
'Lefty' stalks up to the plate, turns his commission, which has the place In
back on the pitcher and then spits a ciiarge, should make arrangements to
large quantity of tobacco Juice on the have this room open and ready for vis
trademark of his walloping willow, itors during a part of each day.
after which he is ready for anything
In the twirler's repertoire.
A lazy liver leads to chronic dys
Davis Is
a hard, sure hitter."
pepsia und constipation weakens the
whole system. Doan's Regulets, (25
KEPT HIS WORD AND
cents per box), correct the liver, tone
THE WEDDING OCCURRED. the stomach, cure constipation.
A special dlspaien
from Fhoenix
says: Little did Herman M. Metzke
OFFICIAL MATTERS
of San Francisco think that he would
have to "make good" when he wired
Postoffices Established.
Miss Eva M. Arnold of Phoenix, to
The following postoffices have been
whom he was engaged to be married
Epris, Guadalupe coun
that he would be here on the wedding established:
ty, to be served from Pastura, twen
day If he had to walk.
miles to the northeast, and
However, such was the case. When
he arrived at Maricopa he found the Duran, eleven miles to the southwest,
William H. Erlckson has been appointMaricopa & Phoenix bridge, over the ed
postmaster.
Pinovllle, Socorro
Gila river, was threatened by the county,
to be served from Quemado,
flood, and the railroad authorities re- miles to the north. Jose M.
fused to run a train over It. Nothing fifteen
was IWt for the bridegroom to do but Haca has been appointed postmaster.
I
keep his word if he arrived here be-- ,
Cures baby's croup, Willie's daily
fore the time set for the wedding,
cuts and bruises, mama's sore throat,
He was one of the party to walk grandma's
Thomas'
l.imeness Dr.
from Maricopa to Phoenix, thlrtyflve Electric Oil the great household
miles, crossing
the bridge a short
time before It was broken by the cur-- '
rent. The wedding occurred on sched-- I HAS GONE TO CHICAGO
ule time at
ON MINING MATTERS.
noon on Thanksgiving
Da v.
Attorney Clenerai George W. Prich-arhas left Santa Ke for Chicago and
BIGGEST LAND BUSINESS
New York, which cities he will visit
IN THREE YEARS. in
connection with mining enterprises
The officers of the government land in Lincoln
county,
which he and cap'thee at Roswell have made up their italists iu the twoIncities
are interest
reports of the business to;-- he month eil.
will also visit the national
of November, and the reyiut til ings out capitalHe before
Dining his
returning.
the fait that during the ium month stay iu Washington he will
be regj there
were more hot.i. 'S'em! claims
Ni-Willard.
filed In the Roswell effice I ban in any istered at the
one month for the past three years.
1"- '01
Subscrt!
i.ittw n
There were 123 homesiead claims, covering approximately 19.CMI acres of
land
Tin-rwere twenty Ave- desert
claims tiled, ten commuted homesteads, eleven final proofs op homesteads and six final proofs on desert
claims during the month.
lng CawareU, T had a bad com- 'Rfor tagrnn m my
my
El Reno,

;

j

IAD DLO OD
T

on
f4, auU food wii not
Slxion. pimple
nt it btiould bav been. Now I am entirely
SENT TO HIS HOME IN
well, and the pimple have all dUnppeard from my
BOSTON TO DIE. fitee. tun truthfully say that CttncareU are jut
have takfiionly two loieof iheiu.
J"hn
t'urley. who lias been a resClarvuc K. Urifliu, bUenUau. Ind.
ident if nulling f,)r a number of years
and who 1ms many friends in thai community, was sent to his home in BosBest For
ton. Miis,,., recently In
very bad
The Bowels
comiiti n
Curlev has l.uu suffering
with tuhrrculofis for a number
of
years, and while be w;is at times benefited h
limate, hi mode of life
'ooti
i. l ,ilm back on the down
B''ai'e
time, and now it is believed ti, i, tiit. end is iiea: w ith poor
:

ZP
ffiAB

c

Curlev.

hoOood,
Taste
Plnt. VeknPotnt
Urine.
Kr
bulk,
tttnpvd
l
ir.iitwe4 to cure or your
Lck
Valttthhle.

One or the nfcest

ibices in the city
ta thi TiO iI hall Wrt
5 Waa
Rei).
road avel;,e. Call and enjo, your-- ,
1

self- -

1

riit'kt-u- ,

Id

In

T
'i'rtx Kciiuint)

1M1,lVsi'yd

Hd

lWi

Htlt
loaiiey
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aVtv
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ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

Member

Board of Optometry
Examiners.

ot'

)

MELIN I & EAKIN,

ococccco

Wholesale

liqw

and

Ciar

Dealers-

-

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. K. C. Whiskies. Moet 4
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Isuis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributers
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

ELKS THEATRE
DECEMBER
Kane, Shipman

&

Colvin

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
109
AVENUE.
WEST RAILROAD
PAINTS,

GALLATIN
In

The London

SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses snd Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

Thos. F. Keleher

Present
ALBERTA

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY,

and New York Comedy
Success.

RANKIN & CO.

COUSN

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL. ESTATE,
LOANS

Automatic pbona 451.
Room 10. N. T. Armtlo Balldtnf.

KATE"

FREIGHTS
have us once, you'll
again.
Prices rlsht;
there ain't no gougln'.
You

HUBiiRT HENRY DAVIS.

call

Direct from the Hudson Theater. New
York.

Prices during this engagement,
$1 and $1.5i).
Beats on sale at

JLR-DECEM-

43

Albuquerque

Transfer Men

Mat-

6.

DRAGOIE

M.

BER

G.MM

The New York and London
Comedy Success of
the past Season.

Semi-music-

EVERY SONG A HIT.

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway. Comer of Washington Avenue. ALUCQUERUE.N. M.
REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
up
ture set
and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's druc store.
L. IL SHOEMAKER.
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
Los Cerrlllos?
Cost
one-hal- f
11,250; t ratlins
o?
I'ce,
cost. A snap, if you can use the
property. Don't be afraid to talk
with me. T. I.. McSpadden. 300 South
Kroadway.

for properly at

Jules Morry's Comedy Company
Including

MISS ALICE

if the

75c,

ELKS' THEATRE
TUESDAY,

Shippin'

Drayin

Movin

By

ron's on Wednesday,

OILS,

JOHNSON

New Tailor Shop.
J. Moreill, the well known tailor
ha reopened a tailor shop on Nortfl
First street, where he Is ready to
clean, press and repair ladles' and
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicit
A.

THE MARRIAGE OF

- - -

KITTY

- - -

Wltb
J. WOLFE at
Reginald Balsize.

MR. HARRISON

Sir

(KICKS 75c, II and 11. 50.
Seats on sale at Matson's Saturday
December 2.

N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Automatic 'phone. 635. Office, 20SH
West Gold Avenue.
ads
Citizen-wnt"get tne business.
Try one.

ed.

KILL tnp COUCH
ND

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

0ASUMPTI0
OL'GHSand
OS

Pries

(Oct $1.00
Free Trial.

Stirekl una uuuHct. Curs for oil
THROAT and LUNO TEOUB-U-S,
or MOXtTl SACK.

jcMLOiaaasHau

-i
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MESSAGE

I

(Continued from page one.)'
put under the supervision

be expryssly

the Interstate commerce mmiiiH-elo- n
or some similar body so fur as
rates, and agrvcutcnta practically afThe prifecting rail's, are concerned.
vate car owuhh and the owners of industrial railroads are entltl.'d to a fair
and reasonable compensation un their Investment, but neiUier private ran nor
industrial railroads nor apur trucks
should be utilized as devices for securing preferential rates. A rebate In Icing
charges or In mileage, or in u division ol
I"
the rate for refrigerating charges
a a rebate In any
Just iia pernicious
apshould
way.
lower
No
rat?
other
obply on koimIh importx! than actually
Amertain on domestic go.sls from the
ican seaboard to dealinatlon except In
cases where water competition la the
lie
of

.

controlling Influence. There should
of common
luibllcitv of tin; accounts engaged
in
no common currier
carriers:
Inler-stat- e
bualneaa should keep any
books or memornnda other than thoae
reported pursuant to law or regulation,
and these book or memoranda shou
he open to the Inspection of the govOnly in this way can violaernment.
tion or evaaiona of tha law he an rely
o
A system of examination
detected.
railroad accounta ahould lie provided
similar to that now conducted Into the
uitlonnl banka by the bang examiner
railroad accounta
few
if they had proper direction and proper
uiithuritv to inspect hooka and paper,
much In prexentlng
could accomplish
willful violation. of the iuw. It
neceaaary
them to examine
for
not lie
Into the accounts of any rallrond unleaa
were uireciea t"
tney
reasona
for good
commerce comdo ao by the inier-atat- e
greatly
be deaired that
to
la
mission. It
some way might be found by which an
agrement aa to transportation within a
mate Intended to operate ua it franii
commerce
upon the federal Inter-atat- e
laws could oe orotigm un.icr tne
of the federal authorltlea.
present. It occura that large ahlpments
traffic uTc controlled by
of Inter-atat- e
state business,
concessions on purely
which of course amounta to an evasion
The commission
of the law.
power to enforce fair treatment by
the great trunk lines of lateral and
branch lines.
the need ol
I urge upon the congress
providing for expeditious act inn by the
Inter-stur- e
commerce commission In r
these matters. whether in regulating
rules for transportation or for storing
or for hnndlina of property or commod
ities in transit. The history of the
cases litigated under the present commerce act shows that' its ellicacy has
been to a great degree destroyed by tn.
weapon of delnv. almost the most formidable weapon In the hands of those
whose purpose it la to violate the
first-cla-

ss

n

juns-dlctlo-

sho.-hav-

I.' w.

For Good of Good Roads.
" Let me most earnestly say that these
recommenuatlons are not made In any
spirit" if hostility to the railroads, tin
ethical grounds, on grounds of right,
such hostility would be intolerable; and
on grounds of mere national
we rouat remember that such hostility would tell against the welfare ofnota
merely of some fe wrmh men. but
multitude of small investors,wagea multiworkemployes,
tude of railwayseverely
inagainst the1 beers; and irioat
whole.
a
terest of the public as
lieve that on the whole, our railroads
ill:
not
and
well
hu.ve
done
to do
but the railroad men who wiKhcompetito
exposed
well should not be
have no such detion with thoae whoway
to secure this
sire, and the only
end Is to give1 to some government tri-Is
power
to see that Justice
bunal the
as it is
done by the unwilling exactly Moreover,
Kindly done by the willing.
given inif some government bydywillla t.e
to furcreased power the effect on
behult of
nish authoritative answer
clamor
the railroad whenever Irrational charges
wheiievr
against it Is raised, ordisproved.
1 ask
made against it are
ihia legislation not only in the inter-ol
est of the public but in the Interestbouman and the
tin- honest railroad
alike, for It ia they who are
ts, shipper
chiefly jeoparded by the practices leg-of
This
I heir
dishonest competitors.
in a spirit as
islation should be enacted hyaterlu
and
remote as poaalble from
rancor. Jf we of the American body
we
politic are true to the traditions scorn
have inherited we shall always
beliny effort to make us hate uny man
we
cause he ia rich, Just aa much usas look
make
should scorn any effort tocontemptuously
upon
treat
or
down
anv man b cause he is poor. Is,WebyJudge
his
that
,i man by his conduct
not by his wealth hon-or
h iracter-n- nd
his
fortune
makes
he
Intellect. If
of quarrel
estly, there is no Just cauae nothing
but
with him. Indeed we have
of feelings of admirathe kindliest successful
man
business
tion lor the
decently,
whether lie
who behaves
by building or
has made his success or
by .hipping
managing a railroad
railgoods over that railroad. The bigsimply
road men and big shippers are
who
type
ordinary
Americans of the
dehave developed to an extraordinary
qualities.
business
great
gree certain
than
Thev are neither better nor worsemeans.
citizens of smaller
their fellowmerely
more able In certain
They are
exposed to certain
ilnis and therefore
These
strong temptations.
peculiarly
not sprung newly into
temptations have
successful
Icingthe exceptionally
examong mankind have always been
grown
but they have of
pired to them;pewer
the
a
as
result
cmazingly in
Indusdevelopment of
. ytrnordluhiy
under
and
new lines
trialism along
which, the lawthese new conditions, not
forsee and
makers of old could
therefore, could not provide against,
serious and menth. y have tecome so entirely
new remacing n- - t'i demand
edies!
Interest of the best
It Is in the man
and
the best
railroad
type of
of the pubtvpo of shipper no less thangovernmental
he
should
lic that there
supervision and regulation of these great
business operations, for the same reason that it is in the interest of the corporation whicil wishes to treat itsan emef-- .
be
ployes aright that there should or
an efact.
f.vtive employers' liability
prefective system of factory laws
vent the abuse of women and children.
All such legislation frees the corporafrom being
tion that wishes to doInwell
order to com-tct- e
driven Into doing ill.
to do
prefers
which
rival,
with its
ill. W e desire to set up a moral standmore
no
delusions
ard. There can be
than the bdelslon
fatal to the nationof pro
ss
usin.
of
its.
that the standard
any
prosperilv, is sufficient in Judging
rate
rom
qnestlon-f
business or political
nien t .
legislation
to municipal go vein
the IndiHi.slness success, whetheris for
a good Jthing
vidual rof or the nation,
nnlv so far as It Is nrcompanledby and
of fondu,
develops s high standard
he k nd
integrity, civic courage
the
of hu.in.K4 prosperity thai blunts
inordian
puis
honor, that
sian.ard
that makes
nate value on mere wealth,
In
and . oiisclcnet-lesa man ruihlea
weak uiid cowardly In .it ucn-sh.-a
tr.de nnd
but
all.
thing
at
is not a good
'M
very bad thing for the nation
firs and
government Mauds -r maul
manfor business oi ly as an adjunct of
-

-

1

s

.,

f-

hood.

Underlying Interest.

Transportation

lies
The question of transportation
su. -- ess find
the root of all Industrial
w I . h
atlon
ansnor
i
In
the revolution
last half el
has taken place during theimportant
fai
turv has been ihe most new Industrial
r In the growth of the
'
emphatically
Most
.onditons.
r
ViHh to see the man of great talentsH
talents.
his
for
fised the reward see him penalized, b l
I.
do we wish to
we do desire to see the syst. m '"' railroad iranspoii.'iilou so handled tin t Ih.
"'
"v'"
Mimnic max fh'H
We wish to insure
as
town
small
the
affair tre'itm.-.for
shipp r
for the big city: for the saiall
dn
ol.
the
In
shipper.
the big
las forhlghwnv
of commerce.
'""',r,n
ihe
w. ;er or bv the rond on land
he
t l all. It belonged t,. the public ai d
along It was free At V1,a"",!,i,
I.
rnllwav Is this highway, and we
d Our best to e.e that It S kept
PcJ
to all on .una! terms. Vnlikeandthecom- inghwav it ia n very diflicnll iS V.IV Im'I- and it
..l..v ililtii' t,.
e
by
ler that il should be managed
covern-in.i.individuals than by the managed
so
be
II
can oulv
Hut
Is done the
on condition that justice
public. It Is because, in niv Judgment,
public ownership of railroads is Inhijihlv
this
undesirable and would probably
dis inter, that
count rv email
and
I wish to see such pupcrvision
of them In the interest of Ihe
that there
nubile lis will make It evident
the
is no need for public ownership.
regulation
government
of
opponents
encounhe
to
difficulties
upon
the
dwell
natered find the Intricate and Involved
Their i terdlon
ture of the problem
complicated
and delicate
is true It is a
problem, and all kinds of dihVultca are
sure to arise In connection wilh anv plan
will bring nil
of solution, while no plan
more
hoped for hv l
the
Moreover,
under any
adherent.
develop
hcalthv plan, the benefits will
gradually and pot rapidly. Finally, we
public
must elerl understand ih.it the
peculiarly
servnnts who are to do thiswork
must
responsible and delicate
themselves be of the highest type both
as regards Integrity and efficiency. They
,

I

.

u""

pil-val-

i.

g

r.fu-iHli.-

must be well paid, for otherwise able
men can nut In the long run be secured.
Aud they must possess a lofty probity
which will revolt as quickly at ths
thought of pandering to uny gust of popular prejudloe ugalnat rich men as at
the. thought of anything evYu remotely
resembling subserviency to rich men.
Itut while 1 fully admit the difficulties
In the way,
da not for a moment admit
that these difficulties warrant us In stopping In our effort to secure n wis and
Just system. They should have no other
effect than to spur us on to the excr-rls- e
J
of th resolution, the
Justice, and the fertility of resource,
which we like to think of as tvplcally
American, and which will In the end
achieve good results In this as In other
fields of activity. The task M a great
one nnd underlies the task of dealing
with the whole Industrial problem. Hut
the fact that It Is a great problem does
not warrant us In shrinking from the
attempt to solve It. ..i present we face
sue n inter lack or sii)crvlslnn, such rree-dofrom the restraints of law, that
literally
excellent men have onen
forced into doing what thev deplored
because otherwise they were left at the
mercy of unscrupulous competitors.
To
rail at and assail the men who have
done as thev best could under such con
ditions accomplishes little,
hat we
need to do is to develop an orderly system; and such a system can only cotne
through the gradually lncrens,l exercise of the right of efficient government
coniroi.
1

even-han.b-

tx-e-

Sa'ety Appliancea Demanded.

In my 'annual message to the
congress, at Its third session,
culled attention to the necessity
for
legislation requiring tne use ot niocs
signais upon railroads engaged in inter
state commerce. The number of serious
roads that
collisions upon unblocked
have occurred within the past year adds
force to the recommendation then made.
The congress should provide, by appropriate legislation, for the Introduction
of block signals upon all railroads engaged In Interstate commerce nt the ear
liest practicable date, as a measure of
Increased sarety to tne traveling public.
Through
decisions of the supreme
court of tho 1'nlled States and the lower
federal courts In cases brought before
them for adjudication the safet
law has been materially strengthened, and the government hns ben
to secure Its effective enforcement
in almost all enses. with the result that
the condition of railroad equipment
throughout the country is much Improved and railroad employes perform
their duties under safer conditions than
heretofore. The government 's mosl effective aid In arriving al this result hns
been IV inspection service, and that
these improved conditions are not more
general is due to the InaurTt.ient number
of Inspectors employed. The inspection
service has fully, demonstrated its usefulness, and In appropriating for Its
maintenance the congress should make
provision for an Increase In the numls-- r
of Inspectors.
Fifty-eight-

h

1

.!

Hours of Labor,

The excessive hours of labor to which
railroad employes tn train service are In
many cases subjected is also a matter
which may well engage the serious attention or the congresa.
The strain,
bfdh mental and physical, upon those
who are engaged In the movement and
operation of railroad trains under modern conditions is perhaps greater than
that which exists In uny other industry,
and If there are any reasons for limiting by law the hours of labor In uny
employment, they certulnly apply wilh
peculiar force to the employment of
those upon whose vigilance and alertness In the performance of their duties
the safely of all who travel by rail depends.
A Liability Law.
in my annual messsage to the
congresss. at its second sesssion
recnmininctidcd
the passsage of an
Kmployers' nubility law lor ihe PislMct
1
of 1'olunibla and in our navyfc yards.
renewed that reoonimendniuon In my
passage to the
onogrcss, at
Its second session, and further suggested the iipppolmmcnt of n commission to make a comprehensive study of
employers' liability, with a. view to the
enactment of n wise nnd constitutional
law covering the subject, applicable to
all Industries within the aeupe of the
federal power.
hope that such n
bo prepared unci enacted as speedily ns possible.
Labor Lawa Demanded.
governnment has as a
The national
rule but little occasion to deal with the
formidable group of problems conn.H'ted
more or less directely
with what Is
known aa the labor question, for in the
great majority of cases these problems
must be dealt with by the slate and municipal authorities und not by the national government.
The national government has contrr.l of the iJlslrlct of
r.ilumbla, however, and It should see
to It that the city of Washington Is
made a model city in all respects, Imth
ns regards parks, public playgrounds,
proper regulation of the system of housing so ns to do away with the evils of
alley tenements, a proper system of education, a proper system of dealing with
truancy and Juvenile offenders, a proper
handling of the charitable work of the
Moreover, there should be
District.
proper
factory
laws to presunt all
abuses in the employment of women
and children in the District. These will
be useful chiefly as object lessons, but
even this limited amount of usefulness
would be of real national value.
There has been demand for depriving
courts of the power to Issue injunctions
tn labor disputes.
Huch special limitation of the equity powers of our courts
would be most unwise. It is true that
some Judges have misused this power;
of
but this does not Justify . a denial
of the power any more than an improper
exercise of the power to call a strike
by a labor leader would Justify the denial of the right to strike. The remedy
is to regulate the procedure by requiring the Judge to give due notice to
the adverse parties before granting the
writ, the hearing to be ex parte If the
adverse party does nol appear at the
YVhut
is due
time and place ordered.
notice must depend upon the facts of
the case; it should not lie used as a
pretext to permit violation of law, or
the Jeopardizing of life or property. Of
course this wuuld not authorize the issuing of a restraining ordar or injunction In any case In which it is not already authorized by existing law.
1 renew the recommendation
I made
In my lust annual message for an Investigation by the department of commerce and labor of general labor conditions, especial attention to be paid to
the conditions of child labor legislation
In the several states. Such an invstlga-tloshould take into account the various problems with which the question
It is
of child labor is connected.
true that these problems can be actually met in moat cases only by the
states themselves, but It would be well
for the nation to endeavor to secure
and publish comprehensive Information
as to the conditions of the labor of
children in the different stales, so as to
spur up those that are behindhand, and
to sKure approximately
uniform legislation of a high character among the
several states. in such a republic as
Ihe one thing that we cannot afiirs
ford Li neglect Is the problem of turn-IiiThe future of
out decent citizen
th nation depends upon Ihe citizenship
of fhe generations to com': the children
of i.mIov are those who tomorrow will
shape the destiny of coir land, and we
The
them.
cannot afford to ueelc-legislature
has recomof Color. olo
mended that the national government
oro ide sonic general measure lor the
protection from abuse of children and
I'nited
fiunib animals throughout tieStates. I lay the matter before you for
what I trust will Is- your favorable
consideration.
Industrial Condition of Women.
The department of commerce and labor should also make a thorough investigation of the conditions of women in
industry.
Over live millions of American women are now engaged in gainful
occiioations;
there is an almost
complete dearth of data upon which o
base any trustworthy conclusions as regard a subjt ct as Important as It Is
vast and complicated. There is ned of
full knowledge upon which to base action I, Hiking loward state and municipal
for the protection of working women. The introduction of women
into Indnstrv U working change aud ois- lurhancf in the domestic and social life
of llic nation. The decrease In marriage,
and especially In the birth rale.
has
n coincalent with II.
We must face
accomplished facts, and the adjustment
to facior conddions must be made; but
surely it can lie made with less fn.
lion and less harmful effects on family
life than is now the case. The whole
forms one of the
matter in
greatest sociological phenomena of our
limn: il is u social question of the titst
Imiiorta nee. or far greater lmMiriaiice
political or economic
i ha a anv
UUeslioii can be: ami to solve it We need
ample diit.i. gathered In a sane and scientific spirit inn Ihe course of an exhaustive investigation.
In any great labor disturbance not
only are employer and employe Int.r-estebut also a third party the genKv.-reral public.
considerable
labor
commerce
diitlcultv In which
by
Is Involved should be
the government and the facts officially
r. ported to the public.
Fifty-sevent- h
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Employers and Employes.
Ths quesflon of securing a healthy,
and

mutually

sympa.

thetlc attitude as between employer and
employe, capitalist and
Is
a Uilllcult one. All phases of the labor
problem prove difficult w hen approached.
Hut the underlying principles,
root
principles, in accordance with thewhich
the problem must tie solved are entirely
simple. We can get justice and right
dealing only If we put as of paramount
Importance the principle of treating a
man on his worth as a man rather than
with reference to his social position, his
occupation, or the class to which he belongs. There are seiiish and brutal mca
In all ranks of life,
if they are capitalists their selfishness
brutality
may take the form or hardandindifference
tu suffering, grev.lv disregard of every
moral restraint which Interferes with
the accumulation of wealth, and
exploitation of the weak: or If
they are laborers, the form of laziness,
envy of the more fortunate,
sullen
of
r,

wage-worke-

d

and of willingness to perform deeds of
murderous violence. Much conduct
Is
Just ss reprehensible In one case as In
the other, and all honest and far sewing men should join In warring against
It wherever It becomes msnif.-st- .
Indiwage
vidual capitalist and Individual
worker, corporation and union, are alike
entitled to the protection of the law,
and must all obey the law. Moreover,
In addition to mere obedience to the law,
each man. If he be really a good citizen,
must show broad sympathy for his
neighbor and genuine desire to look at
any question arising between them from
no
the standpoint of that neighbor
less than from his own: and to this end
It is essential that capitalist and wage
worser snouid consult freely one wun
the other, should each strive to bring
closer the day when both shall realise
that they are proveriy partners and not
enemies.
To approach
the questions
which Inevitably arise between
them
solely from the standpoint which treats
each side in the mass as the enemy of
the other side In the mnsti. Is both
wicked and foolish. In the past th
most direful among the Influences which
have brought about the downfall of republics has ever been the grvwth of th
class spirit, the growth of the spirit
which tends to make a man subordinate
the welfars of th public, aa a whole to
the welfare of the iwrtlculaf class to
which he belongs, the substitution of
loyalty to a class for loyalty- to the nation. This Inevitably brings about a
tendency to treat each man not on his
merits as an Individual, but on his position as belonging to a certain -- class
In the commnnlty.
if such a spirit
grows up In this republic It will ultimately prove fatal to us, as in the past
Il has proved fatal to every community
Unin which it hns become dominant.
less we continue to keep a quick and
lively sense of the great fundamental
truth that our concern Is with the individual worth of the ladtvidua.1 man,
this government
cannot permanently
hold the place which it has achieved
among the nations. The vital lines of
cleavage among our people do not correspond, and Indeed run at right angles
to, the lines of cleavage which divide
occupation from occupation, which difrom capitalists,
vide wage workers
farmers from bankers, men of small
means from men of large means, men
who live in the towns from men who
live tn the country; 'or the vital line
of cleavage is the line which divides
the honest man who tries to do well by
his neighbor, from the dishonest man
who does III by his neighbor. In other
words, the standard we should establish
he
is the standard of conduct,, not
standard of occupation, of means, or of
social position. It Is the man's moral
quality. Ihs attitude towsrd the great
questions which concern all humanity,
his cleanliness of life, his power to do
his duty toward
himself and toward
others, which renlly count: and if we
substitute for the standard of personal
Judgment which treats each man according to his merits, another standard
In accordance with which all men of
one class are favored and nil men of anagainst, we
other class discriminated
shall do Irrepurnble damage to the body
politic. I believe that our people are too
sane, too
too fit for
ever to adopt such an attigovernment'
Is
not and never
tude. This
shall be governed by a plutocracy. This
government is not and never shall be
governed by a mob. It shall continue
to be in the future what It has been in
the past, a government based on the
theory that each man. rich or poor, is
to be treated simply nnd solely on his
worth as a man. that all his personal
and property lights are to be safeguarded, and that he Is neither to
wrong others nor to suffer wrong from
others.
-

gress snouid careful Iv consider whether
tar l her legislation can tee had. What is
saia above applies with equal force to
fraternal and benevolent organizations
which contract for life Insurance.
Methods of Revenue Raising.
There Is more need of stability than
of the attempt to attain an Ideal perfection In the methods of raising revenue, and the shock and strain to the
business world certain to attend any
serious change In theso methods render
such change inadvisable unless for very
grave reasons. It is not possible to lay
down any general rule by which to determine the moment when the reasons
tor will outweigh the reasons against
such a change. Much must depend, not
merely on the needs, but on the desires,
of the people aa a whole; for needs ana
desires ara not necessarily
Identical.
Of course no change can be made on
lines beneficial to, or deaired by, one
section or one state only. There must
lie something like a general agreement
among the citizens of the several states,
ss represented 111 she congress, that the
change Is needed and desired In the interest of people as a whole; and there
should then be a sincere. Intelligent, und
disinterested effort to make il In such
shape as will combine, so far as possible, the maximum ol go.id to the people at large with the minimum of necessary disregard for
special Inter sts of
localities or classes.
Hut In time of
peace the revenue must on the average,
tsking a series of years together, equal
the expenditures or else the revenues
must be Increased, ljist year there was
a deficit. In less our expenditure
.as
be kept within the revenues then our
revenue laws must be readjusted.
It Is
as yet too early to attempt to outline
what shape such a readjustment should
take, for it s us yet too earlv to say
whether there will be need for it. It
should be considered whether It Is n. t
desirable that the tariff Inws should
provide for applying as against or In
favor of any other nation maximum and
minimum tariff i rates (established l
so as to secure a certain reciprocity of treatment between other naand
tions
Having In view
ourselves.
even larger considerations
of policy
than those of a purely economic nature,
Il would, in my Judgment, be well to
endeavor to bring about closer commercial connections with the other peoples
1 am
of this continent.
happy to be
able to announce to you that Russia
now treats us on the
d
nation basis.
Economy ia Counseled.
I earnestly recommend to the congress
the need of economy and to this end of
a rigid scrutiny of appropriations.
As
examples merely, I call your attention
to one or two specific mntters. All unnecessary offices should be abolished.
The commissioner of the general land
office recommends the abolishment
of
the office of receiver of public monevs
for I'nited States land offices. This will
effect a saving of about a quarter of a
million dollars a year. As the business
of the nation grows it Is Inevitable that
there should be from time to lime a legitimate Increase In the number of officials, and this fact renders It nil the
more Important that when offices
unnecessary they should be abolished. In the public printing also a large
sa nig or public money can be made.
i nere ts a constantly growing
tendency
to publish mnases of unlmoortant infor
mation. It Is probably not unfair to say
that many tens of thousands of volumes
are published at which no humnn being
ever looks nnd for which there is no
real demand whatever.
Vet in speaking of economy. I must
In no wise be understood ns advocating
the false economy which Is In the end
the worst extravagance. To cut down
on the navy, for Instance, would be a
crime against the nntlon. To fall to
push forward nil work on the Tannma
canal would be as great a folly.
most-favore-

Elasticity

In

Currency.

In my message of December 2, litdi, to
i.ie congress, l sai.l:
'interest rates are a potent factor In
business activity, and In order that these
rales. may be equalized to meet the varying needs of the seasons and of widelv
separated commiinitlea, and to prevent
the recurrence of financial- stringencies
which Injuriously affect legitimate busi
ness, ii is necessary that there should
- an
element of elasticity In our monetary system.
Hanks are th
natural
servants of commerce, and upon them
nuouiti oe piacea, as rar as
practicable,
the burden of furnlahlno- und main
taining a circulation adenuute to aunnlv
the needs of our diversified Industries
antt or our domestic and foreign com
merce; and the issue of this should lie
so regulated that a sufficient
Noblest.
supply
The noblest of all forms of government should be always available for the busiinterests of the coiuitry."
Is
but It is also the ness
Kvery consideration of prudence demost difficult.
We who possess this
priceless blyin, and who desire to hand mands the addition of the element of
elasticity to our currency system. The
it on to our children and our children's
children, should ever bear In mind the evil does not consist In nn inadequate
thought so finely expressed by Hurke: volume of money, hut the' rigidity of this
"Meen are qualified for civil liberty In voiume. wnicn noes nol respond ns It
exact proportion to their disposition to should to the varvlnir needs of common.
put moral chains upon their own appe- Itles and of seasons. Inflation must be
tites; In proportion ns they are disposed avoided; but some provision should he
to listen to the counsels of the wise and made that will Insure a larger volume
good in preierence to tho flattery of of money during the fall and winter
Rnaves. Society cannot exist unless a months than In ihe less active seasons
controlling power upon will and appe- of the year; so that the currency will
tite be placed somewhere, 'and the less contract against speculation, and wfll
of It there be. within the more there expand for tne needs of legitimate bus
must he without. It is ordained in the iness. Al present the treasury departIs nt Irregularly recurring Inter,
eternal constitution of things that men ment
of Intemperate minds cannot be free. vale obliged. In the Interest of the bul.
ness world that Is, in the interest of
Their passions forgo their fetters."
the American puhlli to try to avert
Insurance Laws Needed.
crises by providing a remedy
The great Insurance companies afford financial
wnicn snouid ne provided bv emigres
striking exnniples of corporations whose slonnl
action.
business has reached so far beyond the
Jurisdiction of the states which created Business Methods in Departments.
At various times I have Instituted Inthem as to preclude strict enforcement
of supervision and regulation by..the nnr- - vestigations Into the organization snd
ent states. In my last message 1 rec- - conduct of the business of the executive
ommcmieu.
tnnt tne congress carefully departments. While none of these Inconsider whether the power of the bu- quiries have yet progressed far enough
reau of corporations can not constitu- to warrant final conclusions, they have
already confirmed and emphasized the
tionally be extended to cover inter-stat- e
seucrai impression mat tne organization
transactions in insurance."
llecent events have emphasized the oi ine neoarimenls is often fnnltv in
Importance of nn early and exhaust- principle and wasteful In results, while
ive consideration of this question, to see many or ttieir business methods are anwhether it is not possible t furnish tiquated and Inefficient. There is everv
why our executive government
better safeguards than the several reason
machinery should Is- - at least ns well
states have been able to furnish against planned,
economical, and efficient as the
corruption of the flagrant kind which
has been exposed. It has been onlv too best machinery of the great- business
cienrly shown that certain of the men at organizations,
which at present is not
the case. To make it so Is a task of
the head of these large corporations
detail and essentially executive
take but small note of the ethical dis- complex
In its nature; probably no legislative
tinction between
honesty and dishonesty: they draw Jhe line only this side iMny. no matter now wise and able,
could
undertake it with reasonable pros.
of what may lie called
the
kind of honesty necessary In order to pect Of success. I recommend that the
congress
consider this subject with a
avoid falling Into the clutches of the
law. Of course. ne only complete rem- view to provide by legislation for fhe
distribution,
consolidation, and
edy for this condition must be found In transfer,
tin aroused public conscience, a higher assignment of duties and executive or
ganizations or narts of omanim Ions
sense of ethical conduct In the community at large, and especially among busi- and for the changes In business meth- ness men and In the great profession ons. within or between the several de
of the law. and In the growth ef a partments, that will best promote the
economy, efficiency and high character
sfilrlt which condemns ail dishonesty. or
tne government work.
wnetner in ncn man or tn poor man,
whether It takes the shape of bribery or
Control of Federal Elections.
of black mall. Rut much can be dons'
In my Inst annual message, I said:
by legislation which Is not only drastic
"The power of the government to pro
but practical.
There Is need of a far tect the Integrity of ihe elections of Its
stricter and more uniform regulation of own officials is Inherent and has been
vast
tne
insurance
Interests of this affirmed by repeated
of the
country. The I'nited States should In supreme court. Theredeclarations
Is no enemy of
Ibis respect follow the policy of other free government
more dangerous und
mil Ions by providing adequate national none so Insidious ns ihe corruption of
supervision
of commercial
Interests the electorate. No one dufeiida or ex
which are clearly national in character. cuses corruption, and il would seem to
My predecessors
have r.'peal.ylly recog roliow that none would oppose vigorous
nized that tlie foreign business of these! measures to era.ll.
il. I recommend
companies Is an Important part of our ine enactment of a ale
law directed against
foreign commercial
relations During bribery nnd corruption Wi federal electhe administrations of i'resldents Cleve tions. Tb. btails or such a law may
land. Harrison und
the slate Is- safely left to the wise discretion of
departm.-nexercised
the congress, but It should go as far as
its Inllip-iicthrough diplomatic channels, to prevent under the constitution It is possible
to
unjust niscriminatlou by foreign coun- go. and should include severe penalties
tries again. t American Insurance com- against him who gives or receives a
panies.
Th.se negotiations illustrated bribe intend.. to influence bis set or
i be
propriety of the congress recognizopinion as an elector; and provisions
the
ing
national character of insurance, for the publication not onie of the exlor in the absence of federal legislation penditures for nominations and elections
the state department could only give ex- of all candidates, but also of hII contripression to the wishes of the authori- butions receive.! and expenditures made
ties of the several states, whose policy by political committers."
was ineilecllvo through want of
1
desire to repent this recommenday.
tion. In political campaigns in a counI iepe.it
my previous recommendation
try ns large and nopulons as ours it Is
that the cougiesi. should also consider inevitable that there should he much
whether ... i.d.ial government has any expense of a legitimate kind. This,
power or owes any duty with respect to course, means that many contributions,of
domestic transactions in insurance; of and some of them of large size, must
an inter state character. That state su- he made nnd, as s matter of fact. In
inadequate is gen- anv political contest such contribution
pervision has prov.-erally conceded. The burden upon Insur- are always made to both sides. It Is
ance compa uies. rind therefore iheir pol- entirely proper tsdli to give nnd receive
icy holders, of couMictiiig regulations of them, unless there is sit tuioropcr momany mates, is unquestionable.
while tive connected with cither the gift or
but little effective check is imposed UfMlll
ion. If they are cxiort.-bv anv
any able and unscrupulous man who de- Wind of
or promise, exnress or
sires to exploit the company in his own implied direct or indirect. In the way
interest at the expense of Ihe policy of fpvor r.r Immunity, then the giving or
holders and of the public. The Inabil- receiving becomes not onlv Imnroper
ity of a stale to regulate effectively In- but criminal.
It will undoubtedly
be
surance coporation
created uuder Ihe difficult as a mutter of practical detail
laws of other states and transacting the to phane an act which shall guard wilh
larger pan of iheir ..mines elsewhere reasonable ceiinlntv agaliod such
Is also clear.
As a remedy for this
but If it is possible to secure
evil of contllctitlg. ineffective; Slid yet by law ihe full nnd vcrilled nublication
buriteuscme reguialtotis
have been In detail of alt th sums contributed to
for many years a widespread demand for spd cvnended by the candidates or comThe congress has mitters of any political pnrties the
federal supervision.
Inalready recognised that Inter-staie'.n not but Is wholes. one. A consurance may be h prop, r subject
for tribution bv cornorntions to anv polite
federal legislation, for In creating the ical committee ,r for any ooMiical
bureau of corporations it authorised It to
houM
f,.rbliMen bv liiw; direcpublish and supply useful Information tor .h',i(l I.
be nermlitcd
to
use
nol
concerning Inter-stat- e
coriwirartmts. "in- stockholders' monev for such pnrisises:
corporations engaged in insur- and. moreover a prohibit Ion of this kind
cluding
ance '
It is obvious that If the comwool.i Ih.,
as it Weill au effective
pilation of statistics be the limit of method of matonplng the evils, aimed
at
the federal power. It la wholly
Vol onlv should
In c.irrurd pratices act
to regulate this form of com- i.oih the nation . and tb" several state
mercial intercourse, between the states, legisli.ture
forbid an' officer of n
and as the Insurance businesa has
from using the money of the
in magnitude the possibility of eorr,ot t ton ir or about anv election
adequate
etste supervision, the con hut thev should also forbid such use of
-
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ACE SCVEN.

money in connection with any legislation shown It prncMcnl faith in the policy
save by the employment ot counsel ta of disarmament by reducing Its little
public manner for distinctly legal ser- army
But disarmament can
never be of prime Importance; there Is
vice.
more need to get rid of the causes of
The Hague Conference.
The first Conference of Nations held war than of the Implement of war.
at The Hague In IM. being unable to
Worldwide Peace of Justice.
1 have
dispose of all the business before It, redwelt much on the dangers to
be avoided by steering clear of any mere
commended the consideration and
of a number of Important ques- foolish sentimentality because my wish
tions by another conference to be
for peace Is so genuine and earnest: besubsequently
and at an early date. es use I have a real and great desire
These questions were the following: tlj that this second llsgue conterenee may
The rights and duties of neutrals: .
mark a long stride forward in the directhe limitation of armed forces on land tion of securing the pence of Justice
and sen, and of military budgets; t:i) throughout tho world. No object is betthe use of new types and calibers of ter worthy the attention of enlightened
military and naval auns; (4) the Involl- - statesmanship than the establishment of
, mldlty of private property nt sea In s surer method than now exists of setimes r war; lai tne nomoammeni ot curing justice ss between nations. lxth
ports, cities and villages
by naval for the protection of the little nations
forces. In Octolier. 1"4, at the Instance snd for the prevention of war between
of the Interparliamentary l.'nlon, which, the big nations. To this aim we should
at a conference held' In the lulled endeavor not only to avert bloodshed
Slates and attended by the lawmakers but, above all, effectively to strengthen
of fifteen different nations, hnd reilerat-Ihe forces of right.
The Ool.len Hule
the dcnuind for a second Conference should Is' , ami ss tho world (rows In
of Nations, I Issued invitations to all morality It will lie the guiding rule of
the powers signatory to The Hague conduct among nations as among IndiConvention to send delegates to such a viduals; though the Oolden Hule must
confer. nee and suggested that It b not lie construed, In fantastic manner,
again held at The Hague. In Its note of ss forbidding the exercise of the police
Decemlx r li'.. l!M. the lnlted States gov- isiwer. This mighty and free republic
ernment communicated to the represen- should ever rival with all other states,
tatives of foreign governments its belief great or small, on a basis of high honor,
respecting their rights ns Jealously ns it
that the conference count lie nesi
ranged tinder the provisions of the preS' safegusrds Its own.
ent Hague treaty.
Monro Doctrine for Peace,
From nil the powers acceptance was
One of the most effective Instruments
In some cases wun for pence
received,
Is the Monroe 1.s'trlne as It
tJie condt inn that we should wsit until hns heerf and
Is being gradually developwaging between ed by this nation
tlie end of ihe war then emperor
other
and accepted
of Hus- - nations.
ftossia sml JiuiAii. The
No
other policy could have
sin. Immediately after the treaty of been ss efficient
peace
In
promoting
In
which so happily terminated this the western hemisphere and in giving to
a note nrcMcnted to the Dresldent esch nation
deto
chance
thereon the
on September 13, through Ambassador
velop
its own lines. If we had reRosen, took the Initiative in recom- fused along
to apply the doctrine to changing
be now conditions
mending that the conference
It would now be completely
called. The I nlted States government outworn, would
not meet any of the
In response expressed Its cordial acquipresent day, and Indeed
needs
of
the
a
escence nnd stated that It would, as
probably
by
would
this time have sunk
matter of course, take part In the
complete oblivion. It Is, useful at
and endeavor to further Its Into
Is
with recognition
meeting
home
alms. We assume that all civilized gov sbrond snd
our
because we have adapted
movement
ernments will support tne
growing
meet
It
application
to
of
iwt tlm
the conference Is now an as- and changing needs of the the
hemisphere.
sured fact. This government will do When we announce a policy, such aa
everything In Its power to secure tne the
Monroe Ictrlne, we thereby comsuccess of the confernce to the end that mit ourselves
to the consequences of the
be made ,In policy, and those
substantial progress may peace,
consequences
from
jusn.-ethe cause of International
time to time alter. It la out of the quesand gosl will.
yet
a
to
right
and
shirk
the
tion
claim
Our Position on War.
responsibility for Its exercise. Not only
This renders It proper at this time to we, hut all American republics who are
any something as to tne general
benefited by the existence of the Docof this irovernment toward peace trine, must recognise the obligations
be
coming
to
war
is
more
More and
each nation Is under as regards foreign
looked noon as in itself a lamentable peoples nn less than Its duty to insist
or
useless
wnnton
A
thing.
upon Its own rights.
and evil
war, or n war of mere "aggression in
That our rights and Interests are deepa
In
on
carried
begun
any
or
war
ly
short,
concerned In the maintenance of the
er,r,.eiIicelea lilrit. I tO be Condemned doctrine is so clear as hardly to need
against
crime
argument.
atrocious
peculiarly
a
as
This is especially true In view
do of the construction of the Panama canal.
We, can, however,
all humanity.
we
nothing of permanent value tor peace As a mere matter of
th
must exercise a close watch over the apunless we keep ever clearly In mind root
the
at
lies
means
which
proaches to this canal; and this
ethical element
Our aim is righteous- that we must lie thoroughly alive to our
of the problem.
In the Carribbean sea.
ness I'eace Is normally the handmaidInterests
en of righteousness; but when peace and
There sre certain essential points
great
and
a
then
conflict
righteousness
which must never be forgotten as rea moment gards
upright people can never forwhich
the Monroe Doctrine. In the first
leads
path
place we must as a nation make It evihesitate to follow the
thougn dent
righteousness even
do not Intend to treat It in
toward
that
war. any shape we
to
also
leads
or way as an excuse for agthat path
advopersons
who
are
grandizement on our part nt the expense
There
price;
at any
of the republics to the south. We must
cate peace
.... there are others
.
It trial
I
i
recognize the fact that In some South
who, following a laise
no
longer necesmjij
American countries there hns been much
because It is
individuals to tiro-- . suspicion lest we should Interpret the
for
countries
. .k-- u
n strong hand, n Monroe Doctrine as in some way inimi.i.hia
Is therefore unnecessary for nations to cal to their interests, and we must try
These 10 convince all the other nations of this
he rendv to defend their rights.
harm to continent
irreparable
persons'., would
do
once and for all that no Just
. - tl.al.
......
. i
.
nplnclnlea
......
eanv nation inai iiiop.- seriously hamper and orderly government has anything
There nre certain reto
from
and even as it is they
fear
by tend- publics to theus.south
of us which have
Ihe cause which they advocate
ing to render It absurd In the eyes of nlready reached such a point of stability,
order, anil prosperity that they themsensible and patriotic men. ,"-''""selves, though as yet hardly conscious
be no worse foe or maiiKiiu particular,
hi. nrn.n country in
ly, are among the guarantors of this
,,
. . .. rfnmnffniTiiA of wh T. the man
Doctrine. These republics we now meet
who In mere folly or to serve hla own not only on n basis of entire equality,
contiiiuiiuy
of Xrnnk nnd respectful
ends
selfish
...
..
to ex but In a spirit
nations ' who seek
which we hiqie Is mutual. If
foreigners friendship,
republics
to the south of us
of
the
all
cite his countrymen against
on insufficient pretexts, who excites and will, only grow as those to which I allude have already grown, all need fordoc-us
to be the especial champions of the
bring on coiillict between trine will disappear, for no stable and
ons wanloiily
. i.,., . n.l anmn other nation.
Hut growing American republic wishes to see
ki.
of peace Just as some great
military power
there are demagogues
acquire territory In Its neighborhood.
there -- are demagogues
tnnenmellt IIS tills fOT TH All that this country desiree is that the
to other republics on this continent shall
Hague conference it Is essential notany
can
be misled by one set of extremists It la be happy and prosperous; and they they
not lie hnppv and prosperous unless
more than by the other. Whenever
possible for a nation or assuredly It Is maintain order within their boundaries
renl peace,
behave with a Just regard for their
to
. .. work for
,...e
so to strive: but if and
obligations toward outsiders. It must be
' ...,not or,d
L" . ..
rlirhteoos th
understood
that under no clrcumstasfces
the nation shrinking will the I'nited Htates use the Monroe
either the man or
an uue
cloak for territorial agns
Doctrine
t
"v"
forfeits
from
..... u...... ..,nn .vninnihv with the sen. gression. Wea desire
peace with all the
less
oppression
timentnllst who dreads who won d pre- world, but perhaps most of all with th
suffering,
continent.
American
peoples
phvslcal
of
the
ither
than
pence to the pain and There
are of course limits to the wronga
fer a shameful lamentably
necessary
in
can ennntlon
any
which
toil sometimes
Aa dure. It is always possible that wrong
order to secure a righteous
toward
or
nation,
toward
yet there Is only a partial and Imperthis
actions
fect analogy between International law citizens of this nation, in some state unbecs'is g able to keep order among its own people,
ind Internal or municipal ,luw.
."ccut-Inunable to secure justice from outsiders,
there Is no sanction of forceIs for
to those outthe former while there in is pro- and unwilling to doIt Justice
well, may result In
siders who treat
of the latter. The private citizen
Ihw.
protect our
by
the
to
rights
having
action
to
take
tected In his
iiir
rights; but such action will not be taken
the laat resort upon
the Inw rests Inthrough
of
forms
aggression,
and
the
to
exercised
a
territorial
view
with
force
It will le taken at all only with extreme
law. A man does not have to defend his
evihe
hand,
because
become
It
own
has
when
and
his
eluctnnce
rights with
.ne
can call upon the police, upon In
that every other resource has been
certain dent
exhausted.
s posse, upon the militia, or
to defend
extreme cases upon the army,sanction
Must Not be Abused.
him. Hut there Is no such At presentof
Moreover, we must make It evident
law.
force for International
to permit the Monno greater calamity than that we do not intend
there could be peoples,
roe Dostrine to be used by any nation on
the enlightened.to this
for the free
a
to protect It
us
shield
continent
peoples,
loving
peace
Independent and
from the consequences of Its own misdisarm while yet leaving It open to bar
foreign
against
nations.
deeds
If a re.e.e
B.i
to remain
barism or despotism
public to the south of ua commits a tort
a.,
in,,,, utf a,, world is as unirganlzeo against
e
a foreign nation, such aa an
of those
as now. the armies and navies
against a citizen of that nation,
luetpeoples who on the whole stand M only
then the Monroe Doctrine does not force
the
ic.- offer not only the best, but
tj Interfere to prevent the punishn..ULn.ie .ecurliv for a lust pence. For us
ment of the tort, save to see that the
or
alone
Instance. If the I'nited States
punishment
does not assume the form
In company onlv wun ine inner wir.
of territorial occupation In any shape.
on
tens
wnoie
a.i
i"
that
the
difficult when it refers
Is
case
more
The
... miuht
.. .
svold
sometimes
...i
Our own
to a contractual obligation.
bloodshed, but we would cense to be of government
always
refused to enhus
weight In securing the pence of Justice
on beobligations
force
such
contractual
m"si
the real peace tord wnicn ine
of Its citizens by an appeal to urms.
men must at half
and
foreign
be
all
Is
wished
tn
much
it
that
. im..
world
the
he willlus- to befit. As
governments would take the same view,
is now. only that nation Is equipped for itut they do not; and lu consequence we
peace that knows how to ngnt snu imu are liable at any time to be brought face
will not shrink from fighting if ever the to face with disagreeable
alternatives.
deconditions become such that war Ismor
On the one hand, this country would
manded In the name of the highest
go to war to prevent a
to
decline
ality.
foreign government
from collecting a
International Arbitration Desirable. Just debt; on the other hind, il is very
necessary Inadvisable to permit any foreign power
Ho much it Is emphatically
to say In order both that the position to take possession, even temporarily, ofthe custom houses of an American repubof the I'nited Status may not be
effort to Jc In order to enforce thu payment of
and that a genuine
peace
of
Justs obligations: for such temporary oc
day
bring nearer the
of the
tice among the nations may not be cupation might turn into a permanent
striving
occupation.
which,
by
The only escspe from these
in
hampered
a folly
to achieve the impossible, would render alternatives muy at any time tie mat we
must ourselves undertake to bring about
It hopeless to attempt the achievement
of the practical. Hut while recognising some arrangement by which so much as
most clearly all above set ferth. It re- possible of a just obligation shall tie
mains our clear duty to strive in every paid. It is far better that this country
an arrangement
practicable way to bring nearer the time should put through such
when tlie sword shall not be the arbiter ratner tnan allow any toreign country
so insures th
among nations.
It.
do
To
to
undertake
At nresent the practi
cut thing to do is to try to minimize the defaulting republic from having to pay
under
Improper
au
character
debts
be
of
the
number of cases In which It must
honest credarbiter, and to offer, at least to nil civil duress, while It also Insures being
passed
republic
from
of
war
itors
Ized powers, some substitute for
the
of dishonest or graspwhich will lie iivailaiile In lit least a con- by in the Interest
Moreover, for Hie ( idled
Very ing creditors.
siderable iiiiiiiiM-of Instant', s.
to lake such n position offers the
through
modi can be .Ion.another Slates
v poaslhte way of insuring us against
Hague conference in this direction, ami
I
most earnestly urge that this tuition a clash wilh some foreign siwer. The
is, therefore, In Ihe Interest of
position
do all in its iiow-cto try to further Ihe
movement an. I to make the result of the. peace as well as III the Interest of justice,
effect-Iveit
is
of Is nelit to our people; li is
decision of The Hague conference
of Istielit lo foreign peoples; and moat
J earnestly hop,, that the conference
really of ben. 'lit to the people
of
is
it
all
may be able to devise some way to
make arbitration Isiween nations the of t ihe country concern.si.
Mings
ins
customary- way of
inlernatloiiHl
in' to wnat annum be one
disputes tn all save a few classes or of the f uudanienial nbjcts of the Mon
roe
iiocirinc. we must ourselves in gmsi
cases. Whlt'h should themselves lie ss
sharplv tb'tlned and rlgi.llv limited as fallh try 10 help upward toward peace
and
order those of our sister republics
present
governmental
and
Ihe
Jusl as there has
social development of the world will which need such help.
permit.
If possible, there should be s been a gradual growth ofonethe ethical
in
of
Individual
the
element
relations
negotiated
treaty
general
arbitration
among all ihe nations representi'd at the to another, so we lire, even though slowconference. N.'Uinil rights ami properly ly, more ond more coming to
are the duly cf beating one unothers bur- should he protected at sea .as th-only as among individuals, nut
protected on land.
here ationid he an iens. notamong
nations.
International agreement to this purpose also as
Santo Domingo ' Needs Aid.
and a similar agreement defining contraband of war.
Santo DomitiK-- In her turn, has now
During the last centurv there has been made an npfieal to us to help her. and
a distinct diminution In the number of nol only every principle of wisdom but
wais between the most civilized nations. everv generous instinci within us01 lads
in..
International relations have become us respond to the appeal. It Is not
closer, and the development of The slight, si consequence whether we grant
Hague tribunal is not onlv a svmpfom Ho- aid n.id.d by Santo Domingo as an
of lids growing closeness of r.ial ionship. lucid. Id lo the wise development of the
lull is a means t,y w filch the growth Monroe Doctrine or because we regard
can he furthered. Our aim should be the case of Santo Domingo .is standing
.1 as
from time to time to take such steps as whollv bv Itself, and lo he If
mav be possible toward creating some- such, and nol on ijener il principles or
thing like an organization of the civilwith anv reference to ih- Monroe
ized nations, because as ihe world be- Tlie liupoiiaal point is to give the
comes more highly organiz.sl th' need needed aid. and ttie case is certainly suf
will
diminish. It ficiently peculiar to les.ive to I. nplgc.1
for navies and armies
Is not possible to secure anvthinir
like niircly on its own m rils. The conditions
disarmament,
an Immediate
because it in Santo Domingo have for a number ol
would fust tie necessary to settle what years grown from bad lo worse until u
year ago all society Was oil IPe Verge of
p. ...pics are on tne wnoie a menace tnthc
l' on uualel
just at nils
rest of mankind, snd to provide against Involution
sprang up hi rmnio lo-mbeing
tune, s rub-of
the
turn
the disarmament
go, who, Willi his colleagues, saw ihe
ed into a movement which would
rhlefly lieneflt these obnoxious peoples. langets threatening
couutn and
ooea..i1 to the friendship of the only
hut it may lie possible to exercise vMik upon the tendency
to swell in great a ml fsiwerful neighbor who posdefinitely the budgets for lllllll ,1 y ex- sessed ihe power, and as they hoped also
penditure,
tu help them. There was linuii-iieof course such an effort the will
foreign liilirvebtlon. Tne
danger
could succeed only if il did uot attempt
previous
rulers of Santo Domingo bad
to do too much: and if it were under
recklessly Incurred leta, and using to
a spirit of sanity as far
taken
l
as possible from u mer.-i- Ji
her Internul disorders she had ccuscd lo
It is worth be nt'le to provide means of paving the
Insurdebts. The patience of her foreign cred
while pointing nut that since Ihe
rection In the Philippines this nation has itors hnd become exhauster), and at least
one-thir- d
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two foreign nations were Jn tbe point oi
Intervention, and were enly prevented
from intervening by the unorhouU assurance of this government that U would
itself strive to help ttanto Domingo In
her hour of need, in the case of one ot
these nations only the actual opening of
negotiations to this end by our government prevented the seizure of territory
in Satuo Domingo by a European power.
Of the debts Incurred some were Just,
while mime were not of a character
which really renders It obligatory on, or
proper for, Santo Domingo to pay them
In full. Hut she could not pay any of
them unless some stability wss assured
her government and people.
Accordingly the executive department
of our government negotiated a treaty
under which we are to try to help the,
Dominican people to straighten out their
finances. This treaty ia pending before
the senate. In the meantime a temporary arrangement has been made which
will last until the senate has had lime
to take action upon the treaty. Under
thia arrangement the Dominican govern,
ment has appointed Americans to all the
Important positions In the customs service, and they are seeing to the honext
collection of the revenues, turning over
46 per cent to the government
for running expenses and putting the other .
per cent Into a safe depositary for eqult-abl- o
division In case the treaty shall be
ratified, among the various creditor,
whether Ku ropes n or American.

Course Already Helpful.

The custom houses offer well nigh the
only sources of revenue In Santo Domingo, and the different revolutions usually
have as their real aim the obtlnnlng possession of these custom house.
The
mere fact thst the collectors of customs
are Americans that they are performing
their duties with efficiency and honesty,
and that the treaty la pending In the
senate given a certain moral power to
the government of Santo Domingo which
It has not had before. Thia haa completely discouraged
all revolutionary
movements, while It haa already produced auch an Increase In the revenue
that the government Is actually getting
more from the 4A per cent thst the
American collectors turn over to It than
It got formerly when it took the entire
revenue. It Is enabling the poor harassed people of Santo Domingo onoe more
to turn their attention to industry and
to be free from the curse ot Interminable revolutionary disturbance.
It offers
to all bona fide creditors, American and
European, the only really good chance, to
obtain that to which they are Justly entitled, while It In return gives to Santo
Domingo the only opportunity of defense
against claims which It ought not to
pay, for now If it meets the views of
the senate we shall ourselves thoroughly
examine all these claims, whether American or foreign, and see that none that
are Improper are paid.
There bv of
course, opposition to ths treaty from
dishonest creditors, foreign and American, and from the professional revolutionists of the Island itself. We have already reason to believe that some of the
creditors who do not dare expose their
claims to honest scrutiny are endeavoring to stir up sedition in the Islahd and
opposition to thesTreaty.
In tbe meantime I have exeresVed the authority vested in me by the Joint resolution of the
congress to prevent the Introduction of
arms Into the island for revolutionary'
purposes.
I infer the course taken, stability and
order and all the benefits of peace are
at last coming to Santo Domingo, danger of foreign Intervention has been suspended and there la at last a prospect
that all creditors will get Justice, no
more and no less, if the arrangement
is terminated by the failure of the treaty
chaos will follow; and If chaoa follows,
sooner or later this government may be
Involved in serious difficulties with foreign governments over the island, or else
may oe forced Itself to Intervene In the
island In some unpleasant fashion. Coder the proposed treaty the Independence
of the island is scrupulously respected,
the danger of violation ot the Monroe
Doctrine by the intervention of foreign
powers vanishes, and the interference of
our government is minimized, so that we
sljall only act In conjunction with the
Santo Domingo authorities to secure th
propcr administration of the customs,
and therefore to secure the payment of
Just debts and to secure the Dominican
government againat demands for unjust
debts. The proposed .method will give
the people of Santo Domingo the same
chance to move onward and upward
which we have already given the people
of Cuba. It will be doubly to our discredit ns a nation if we fail to take advantage of thia chance; for It will ba of
damage to ourselves, and It will be of
Incalculable damage to Hnnto Iomlngo.
Every consideration of wise policy and
above nil, every consideration of large
generosity, bids us meet the request pf
Santo Domingo aa we are now trying In
meet It.

The Army and Navy.

We cannot consider the question of our
foreign policy without nt the same time
treating of the army and the navy. We
now have a very small army Indeed,
one well nigh Imtnltrsima! when compel .
ed with the army of any other large
nation. Of course the army we do have
should be as nearly perfect ot Its kind
and for Its size as la possible. I do not
believe that any army In the world has
a better average of enlisted man or a
better type of Junior officer; but the
army should be trained to act effectively
as a mass. Provision should be made
oy sufficient appropriations for maneuvers of a practical kind ao that the
troops may learn how to take care of
themselves under actual service conditions; every march, for Instance, being
made with the soldier loaded exactly aa
he would he In an active campaign. The
generals and colonels would thereby have
ipportunily of handling regiments, brigades and divisions, and the commissary
and medical departments would be tested In the field. Provision should be made
for the exercise at least of a brigade and
ay preference of a division In marching
and embarking at some point on our
mist and dtsemliarktng at some other
point and continuing
its march, liie
number of posts In which the army la
Kept in time of peace should be materially diminished and the posts that are
larger. No
left made correspondingly
local Interests should be allowed to stand
in the way of assembling the greater
tart of the treeps which would at need
form our field armies In stations of such
dze ns will permit the best training to
be given to the personnel of all grudes.
.iicluding the high officers and staff officers. To accomplish this end we must
have not company or regimental garrisons, but brigade and division garrison.
Promotion by mere seniority cun never
estill in a thoroughly efficient corps of
In the higher ranks unless there
officer
accompanies It a vigorous weeding-ou- t
process
process. Such a weeding-ou- t
that is. such a process of selection is a
chief feature of the four years' course
of the young officers at West
Point.
There is no good reason why It ahould
slop immediately usin his graduation.
While at West Point he s dropped unless he comes up to a certain standard
of excellence, nnd
he graduates he
takes rank in the army according to hjs
The results are
rank of graduation.
good at West Point; and there should be
In the army Itself something that will
achieve the same end. After a certain
age has lieen reachisl the average officer
ia until to do good work below a certain
grade. Provision sbouM be made for tbe
promotion of exceptionally meritorious
men over the heads of their comrades
4iid for the retirement of all men who
have reached a given' age without getting beyond a given rank: this age ol
retirement of course changing from rank
to rank. In both the army syid navy
there should lc some principle, of selection, that is of promotion for merit, ami
there should be a resolute effort lo eliminate the aged officers of reputable character who possess no iecial efficiency.
Army Medical Department.
There should lie n increase la ths
roust artillery force, so thai our coast
fort iricitiioiis cun lie in some degree adequately manned. There is bihc1u1 need
for an increase and reorganization
of
the medical department of the army,
in boifi ihe army and the navy iher
must lie the same thorough training lor
doty in the staff corps us in the fighting
tin.', only by such training lu n. Iv unoe
can we U' sure that In actual war
operations and those at sea will tie nidd
on successfully.
The imfsirtance of
this was shown conclusively
in the
Spanish-mem an nnd the
wars. The work of the medical
in the Japanese arn.y a. id
nay is eseclally
worthy of study. t
renew my recommendation of Junuary
1. l'j0, as t.i the medical depart iiirni of
the army and call attention to the ..p:al
Importance of the needs of the staff ; r,i
of the navy, fn Ihe medical d.p .n.n, nt
of the navy the lirst in Importance Is
the reorganization of the hospital c rp.
oi the Hues of the tialliiiger bill tS. SaM.
Fehruury 1.
and the reapportion-n- i
ni of the different grades of the mel
leal ottw ers to meet service requirements,
it seems advisable hso that medical officers of the army and navy should have
.miliar rank and pay in their respective
trades, so that their duties can lie curried on without friction when they are
brought together. The base hoapltaa of
the. navy should be put in condition to
meet modern requirements and hosptlal
ship be provided. I'tilejut we now provide with ample forethought for the
nie.llc.il iiecU uf the army aud navy appalling suffering of a preventable kind
is sure to iM'i ur If ever the country guest
ro war
Ir Is not reasonable to expect
s..c'esful adiniuisira f Ion in time ef war
cur-ri.--
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of a department which lacks a third of 8o far as In my power lies each and immigration to these shore
urines from evitnblv rood! lu chaos. The civil ser- game
provision should be made about TO per cent. The only limit upon your
lh number of officers necessary to
every such w
r
shall be relentuetennlneo opposition ol me foreign vice commissioners are doing excellent ior .herefuge
attention to the needs of the
;n eset ntlon of such a hrd. I th
I be medical
service In time of lessly hunted ion; in no liiHtunce in .heeumshlp
number of pupils seems ig be th
Aiaskan
lines,
no Interest Work: and their compensation Is Inadewho
have
All Indians who are
W need mm mho sre not merely the post lots he been spared; in no Inbelieve
mat
tff.ieme woul d be of lapacuy or the government to
the
V"!competent maiutis.
In the in a Hi; r save to Increase quate coiciib-rlnwhatever
furnish
should receive the full rights
the
perthey
service
they
advantage,
economic
doctors:
mimt he trained In the ad stance In me future shall he be spared. ihe returns on their capital bv isriv-infor
" anu sciiuoiriuust's.
the
the
robe
of
ol
American
t.iupjnshl,,.
form.
burr a lo Is ol hlgn
a Is for In- mtnMtniUon of military medlcnl service. Ills crime li a crime against every honund
value
Free Trade With Islands.
masses of Immigrants hithe'r In the
'"1 indefensible wrong
ihe si ii.nicnl that the examinations the same Is true ormarket
est mm In the nation, for It Is a' crime steerage
the robv of the
No Increase of Navy Unlta.
t"".u..a.
quarters ot their snips.
' 'Mlur:' conditions
arc not rai l leal In character Is based crossbred animals.
of
Vn.1" "l"'h h"r"
.V
the
i.i.nVi.
'"'ing.
.vi.i
Our navy must, relatively to the na- against the whole body politic. Vet in
As I snld In m
as ih- - Metlukutlasdecent
last message to the on a m s ippichciision of the practice
,r""giy than ever '? ',K ,"""
.
7,r T..
ihe.
Pension for Life Saving.
vies nf other nstlons.
we can
always
of dwelling on such misdeeds, it Is unjust
or iniu' ing me ,.f
have too much
The departments
ol the commissi. in.
"censes as c.ipialns,
1l",t!"
your
I
greater size ihHn otir army. Webehave not to Hdd that they are altogether ex- coi.mss, of thenutright
especial
cull
deon
me pr.Hluits or the I'hilippiue
hi in
to
the
attention
sort,
Inviuiahly
we
are
consulted
as
ami
to
right
'e
to
enter
the
i'''"""""
or giving to the members of islands entering the lulled
moat wlaely continued for a number of ceptional, and that on the whole the should have none whatever of the wrong
desired nnd ns to the char- sirability
States i man."."claims, and? to profit by the
years to hulM ui our navy, and It now employee of the government render up- sort. Of course It ih desirable that even acter of qMi'silons
service pensions such ns r.'.e;,"., recommend that the
shall tie asked. the
tariff noiiies''.u iw. These pai i iculur Indians
now
Imposed
are
given
to
bv
has reached a fairly high standard of right and faithful service to the p.nipie. the right kind of Immigration should be Oeneral imitations that
In
th,.
firemen
in.........
and
policemen
frequently sent
"'npetent to he
here sre exceptions, notnhly in one or propel iv distributed lis I his country. We out to nil hinds of are
the product, of the J'hllTpp'lne island. Pl.t on .J"d' same .nr'"
cities. The men In the
Thla standard of cttitienev
basis with the white
departments asking .ill our greet
branches of the service'; but at no need more of such iintnigrat ion tor
service contlnuullv and In the ...
must not only be maintained, hut In- two
any changes' In the scope ol most
lemoveu, except the tariff men round tbout them
whether
In
time
the
history
nations
mutter of fact do deeds such as
creased. It does not seem to me neces- public
has the
and special effort should be made character of examinations nre required.
For Statehood, Against Gambllnd.
service of the nation taken as a to
sary, however, that the navy ahould-- ut
"'kc 'merle-antariff p.- reduced to :'u per cent of the
counnroud of
It. I'erhsos It would be posIn other words, the departments pre- try.
recommend that Indian Territory
win If atoo.1 on a higher plane tlinit siblescenic
They have ho political their
eaat In the Immediate future be Inrreas. new
o uiiucr
Influence;
' lahotna be
to
me
m
limit
the
number
requirements
Dingley
t
scribe
net
immmr.i
the
and
qualithe
Snd ,
admitted as one
alike as regards honesty and us
and they live In Such remote places that t..- -t
ner juiy j, lw. ihe tHrlf, .,
el beyondnowthe present number nf unlta.
allowed to come In sny one yinnto .New fications
New Mexico and Arizona be ad- anil
si-th.it
the
civil
let
ne
etllclenct.
tobacco
sugar
and
clearly ne'essary la to
lesiiy heroic services they contui- la
York ami other northern cities, while commission
produced
in
the
se
with
milled
in
as
one
them
There is no obllsa- I
Ihllipplne islands be entirely removed. Uo n upon us state.
Condition of Public Land Laws.
efficient for tnellli'lent unlta as
leaving unlimited the number to come curing persons with these qualifications aally render receive the Menotlest reeoffto
territorial suf. 1
nitloo from the public. It is unjust for 2nd ViHt
Once ngnln
the latter become worn out, or on It be
call your attention to the to the south; always provided, how- ami insuring open anil Impartial com
VV," btween n.- the Islands divisions, which aretreat
mutters
of convent
comes apparent that they are useless. condition of the public land
use
in
ever,
tnese
sreut
permit
nation
to
,
this
to
a
Is
that
a large number or exam na
ern e only
made
stricter
effort
laws
petition,
in
binding
us
on
the questionl
men
Probably the result would be attained
to
become totnlly disabled or to
;
development have given new ur- - see that only Immigrants of the right lions ins. for example,, those for trade
v"11"") ineii uo provided ror by of admission to statehood. Nothing
hits'.
ty adding a single battleship to our navy "0.n,cy..t0 'h"
,or ""'" changes as kind come to our country anv w here. In positional there are no educational re- meet death In the performance of their A
up more time In the congress durstatute In force, enu.na a..ii ip. Uikeu
es.cn year, me superseded or outworn will fit these laws to actual present actual practice it has proved so diffiduty and yet to give them no
qnlremenls whatever, and a person who hazardous
ing the past few yeurs Ihun the quessuspends
14,
sort
serves
vessels be In a; laid up or broken up as conditions.
tho
one
operation
of
of
them
or
reward.
If
Immigration
The
to
cult
honest
enforce
the
coastthe
can neitner rea.i or write may pass with thirty years
us to the statehood to be granted
and
they are thus replaced. The four single- - right use of the remainingdisposal
his life In such a posi- wise laws of the liibe.1 States upon the tion
where long stretches of frontier marked a nign average, vacancies
lo the four territories above mentioned,
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Islands will be held. On the sanity authorized lo speak for It. 1 should ... cms our messenger service, frequcnt- Kvery president and a vast majority of
ploye by reason or his official poaltlnn. desirable
Tlic most characteristic anlnisl of the and
Its
own
Initiative,
but
because
of
oinceis at a great dlsad- - I
body
the
much
prefer
hen.
of departments who have been In westen.
that the del. gale was mad elec
s of public trust are
o
H
""I breach,
was the greut shliggv-mane- d will depend so far ofas this
of the agents
and detracts from their useful- - J
the greut trans- officela during
the future
tive, but If this is nut deemed wise then vantage The
that perl-xhave favors'
covered by law. and this one portation companies. of These
salary
wild ox. the bison, commonly
IM ttbool.l ka
agents
are
Is
gnn'o-iof
concerned.
any
Islands
a
the
Mm
appointive.
rate, give
niak
At
atkiuld be. It Is Impossible, no matter distributed throughout
extension of the merit svs-te- known :,H buffalo. Small fragments of
jt does not now corresi.otirl
ttltt tfst
and by
The most encouraging feature of the Alaska some person whos. Tmslnesa It Jtobated,
how much care Is used, to prevent the 'he offer or all
The more thoroughly its princl-'si- s herds ivlst
Importance
the
a
In
domesticated
or
nf
stute
here
kinds
very
the service to
Inducements
whole
bits
been
on
situation
th
shall
be
ts speak with authority
her rendered und the degrees
hnve been understood the greater and
occasional appointment
to the public they wheedle and eajok many immitt few of them In the YcJJuw-Jun- e greut
i
of ability
common behalf to the congress. The
Interest taken by th
reservice of a man who when tempted grants, otlen against their best Interest, has been the tnvor with which the Inw
ezperienc required In the dtffrent t ' I
u.irk. Such u herd ns that un th
people In education and the great in- sources of Aluskt are great natural
Some
of
has been regarded by the admlnlstra-t'v- e Hut head
Prove
unfaithful:but every means to come here. The most serious
alshould
he
reserv
not
ation
til Ullierences in I n CO. I
crease In the number of enrolled stuneeds of the peculiarly ener-g'tl- ;living in" many
should be provided fo detect and every
officer
Anv attempt to carrv on lows!
we have to encounter In the efgo out of existence.
caws the salaries i
Flther dents In th public schools. The In- th rVef
self reliant, snd typically Ameri- quite
the great executive departments of the on someto reservation
effort made to punish the wrongdoer. fort to secure
Inadequate.
a proper regulation of the government
J
or on some
crease was from ano i to half a mil- can whit population
forth
set
io
without this law would in. reserve nije the Wichita reserve forest
THKODDRK
and lion pupils. The average attendance Is my Inst message.
ROOHFVFT.t
also earnestly ask
The
hits House, December 6, ISO. 5
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THIRD STREET

WEBSTER'S IMPERIAL

GLOBE WERNICKE ELASTIC

DICTIONARY THE BEST

and Desk Combined

THE ONLY NEW COMPLETE WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY ISSUED IN
FOURTEEN YEARS.

--

Book Gases

A

m

desk unit with a few or
book units as desired.

Eas many

FtIip only perfect combination

Ldesk and hook case ever made.
J
Particularly adapted to the re-(if teachers,
fquircmcnts
librarians and
AVc have a
j
' complete line on display. Nothing nicer for a Christ mas present. Call and let ns show yon
inw pretty they are, or send
for catalogue.
J. D. EMMONS.
Cor. Cal Ave. and Second St.
Auto phone 474. Colo phone, 173.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE. West end of viaduct.

0
0

dstskckoco04koo

RAILROAD TOPICS

of Freh and Salt Meats.
Steam 8ausags Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street

five-roo-

Non-Partis-

i

BREATHE HEALING BALSAMS.
Hyomei, the Medicated Air Catarrh
Cure, Endorsed by Physicians,
No one should confound Hyomei
with the patent medicines that are advertised to cure catarrh. It Is as superior to them all as the dlamond la
more valuable than cheap glass. Their
competition is a secret, but Hyomei
gives its formula to all reputable physicians,
well
oil,
known for Its anilscptle
oil, well known for Its
qualities. This Is combined with the
aromatic and healing gums and
making a pure liquid, which.
when used In the Hyomei pocket in
haler, fills the air you breathe with
germ killing, disease destroying and
healing poweTs that restore health to
every part of the throat, nose and
lungs.
Hyomei Is endorsed by physicians
generally. Many of them nse it themselves to break up a cold and prevent
pneumonia. It is the only natural and
rational way of curing catarrh.
This treatment has been so success
ful, curing 99 per cent of all who have
used it, that Hyomei Is now sold by J.
H. O'Rielly & Co., nnder an absolute
guarantee to refund. the money If It
does not cure.
anti-septi-

c

1al-sam-

Smoke the White

"e

d

-

SANTA FE CENTRAL

WHILE STEALING
ARD G. WILSON
BY

A

RIDE.

-

Pay your poll taxes today
O'Rielly & Company's drug store.

RICH-WA-

at

JOE

4

113

STORM
trt

)

w

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
TSaVvtTl

18S2- -

FOUND AT LAST

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
las. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees. 1m
boden'g Granite Flour.

i

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery ft machine with which' we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

diminish the pain accompanying
maternity. With its uid mothers can anc
t
biing
dispositions
healthy,
do
and ideiii bubics into the world.
Morning sn '.ncss, sore breasts and
Hlllsboro Weamery Butter Best on
eructating pains caused by the crxlualn
Earth.
ory.ms, are relieved by tbu
expatn'.i-.ipenetrating mid relaxing liniment.
Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
Aumni; t'te manifold aids to childbirtl
214 Soath Second Street.
Mother's F riet.tl has grown in popularity
and gained a prestige among rich wotnet
s well ns
it is found ana welcomes CLARKVLLE PRODUCE CO
HAT, GRAIN AND FEED
in the mansion as well as in the cabin.
Wholesale and Retail
Tty lessening the mother's ar;ony of miari
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
anidimini: lung pain a beautiful influenc
is wrought ";mhi the child, and instead
J. D. MacMANUS, Mgr.
peevish, ill tempered and sickly forms yot 60J South First Street Both Phones
have healthy, laughing hutnnutty, remaining a blcv.. g ever to you and its country
T.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

doe

sn-ee-

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
0

ir;

All

Pnv

:
.

fit

A.

Molhrr's Friend at Sim.

"MtlMrlMd

I., trte Book
MAOfUltt HEfiUltTOR CO,

Write 1l.
UC

MERCHANT

Ansa.

Your land, worth $3 an acre, Is, by

made worth $100 per acre. Write
for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and
Pumping Machinery," and tell about
your requirements. We can help yon.

llendrie

The

&

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

TOTI A GRAOI

My merchant tailoring stiop is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad
where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first- -

In the valley

Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders (or
this line with ns.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

25 acres

in

Seventeenth Street.

9

REDUCED PRICES

SCREEN DOORS

up. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. All guaranteed.

Both Phones

Third and Marquette

04000)0COa000 osoooseoeKsos
Unredeemed Diamonds

B. F. COPP. D. D. S.
Room

BELOW THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN
AT COST.
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy It from us, as we are in a position to sell diamonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
jewelers buy at wholesale.

17, N. T. Armljo Building.

zxzzxxzxxxxzzx trxxxxxxxxi
g

LONDON

M

FEED ST A BLEB
Corner Second and Marquette.

-

CLUB

LJVEfiY

X

AND

l
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ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
The Man You Can Trust
Hallroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. 4. V
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

Ksos)oe

coosyo-eooeoooe- o

LIKE A MAGNET.
The fact that we charge lees and do
better work than most plumbers do
it more promptly, too attracts and
holds customers. What we are after
now is your custom.
Get to know
us and the way we do things, and
we'll have It.

C. GRANNIS, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
H
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico. Q
Albuquerque,
New

HOUSE OR TWO

That must

THE FUEKR UNDERTAKING CO.

go quick.

307 West Railroad
Large, well located store

assimilated.

Lean, thin, stringy people do r.et have
enough Pepsin in the etomach, while fat
people have too much Pepsin and set
enough Pancreatine.

Bit!)
build-

COLORADO

Central Balldlng Supplies

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
A SNAP IN A

DENVER.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Plates, $8.00;
On Dental Work.
Gold Crowns. $6.00; Fillings, $1.00

HE

for sale or trade

1621-163-

Hay,

H

for city property;
alfalfa.

If you are too fat it is because your feed
turns to fat instead of muscle strength.
If you are too lean the fat producing foods
that you sat ars not properly digested and

OF

the use of one of our Irrigation plants,

WALKER,
rmE
1N9URANCK.

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM Dealers in Groceries, Proriskms,
BINI, PROPRIETOR,
Grain and Fuel.
t

Dyspeptics

Wagons'
'Red
p. o.
BACK

CO

PROPOSITION

A

Secretary Mutual Building Aaaoda- tion. Office at I. O. Raldridje's Lum
ber yard.

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

Two

Avenue.

or Rigtt

Day

'Phones.

THE

STANDARD HEATING

ing

For sale at

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

a

Porterfield

HOW.

contains all the dicestivs juices that are
found in a healthy stomach, and In
exactly those proportions necessary to
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tissue building tonio as well. Kodol cures
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,

bargain.
&

Co.

Gold Ave.

Block

Crrlllo...-...Am0rlcm-

COML
$5.50 Per Ton

You will like it.

COKE

What You Eat

-

MILL

WOOD

KINDLING

Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
tissues and gives firm flesh.

W.H.Hahn&Co

rcr

sjwjjuia

GOTH 'PHONES

For sale by sJl druggist.

GO TO THE

sXXXXCCCOOCCOCOOCOCOOCCOO

AND

New Planing Mill

CO.

PLUMBING

South of Viaduct, on First Street.

Special Machinery
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.

OOOOOiXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXM

Heartburn, Palpitation of ths Heart and

It.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

BALLING.

F. C. PRATT & CO.

MOTHER'S
FRiLtiD

fill

rl.l. tr

12 W. Railroad Avenue.

Established In

3

M

Wool,;Hidc and Pelt Dealers

Proprietor,
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage atd we guar
antee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque,

THE FINEST

Digests

Cigar.

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

SIMON

class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
perlence in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth. Indies' garments
A Fearful Fate.
It is a fearful fato to fiave to en- also cleaned and walking skirts made
dure the terrible torture of piles. "I to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
say," writes Henry
can truthfully
Colson, of Masonville, Iowa, "that for
Don't drug the stomach to euro a
Blind. Bleeding. Itching and Protrud
ing Iiles, Bucklln's Arnica Salve la cough. One Minute Cough Cure cuts
the best cure made. Also best for the mucus, draws the inflammation
cuts, burns and Injuries; 25c at all out of the throat, lungs and bronchial
druggist?..
tubes, heals, soothes and cures. A
quick cure for Croup and Whooping
away tne Cough. Sold by all druggists.
A fine place to wnne
hours at the pool hall, No. 115 West
Railroad avenue.

Constipation.

Lily

Wholesale Grocers

PIONKER BAKERY

m

to most women is a term of
nxicty, sri"iis thought
ml iwert ant
it'.i.n.
With the relation of pnin
necessary to childbirth,
there coon. c!m nerve,
sleep and. recuperation.

16-2- 3,

Broad-Moide-

Kind

All

1

large number of laborers and tender of the engine suddenly jumped
twenty car loads of new steel, passed the track. Uoth the men and the enthrough the city yesterday, destined gine crew had narrow escapes, but
nobody was seriously Injured.
to Helen.
Wilson has a sister living In Buffalo
C. A. Bar'hydt, master mechanic of who was notified of the accident.
the coast lines and chief clerk to I. .1.
Hicks, Is confined to his home with a
JOINT STATEHOOD
severe cold.
'
MASS MEETING
Engineer Ed l.amli has resigned his
Wilposition on the short run between
liams and Flagstaff, and taken a run HON. B. S. RODEY SAYS THEY
from VViuslow weal.
WILL SOON BE HELD ALL OVER
THE TERRITORY.
Thomas Walsh is erecting a modern
cottage at 903 South Third
B. S. Rodey, secretary of the New
treet. The building will cost $1,S00. Mexico
Joint StateMr. Walsh Is a bollerinaker at the hood .League, liad little time today for
any other business except that perSanta Fe shops.
taining to .the league.
The Winslow Brotherhood of
Petitions and resolutions In large
Trainmen lodge will give its numbers had accumulated over Sun- fourth annual bull on the nignt
day and Mr. Rodey was busy almost
Monday, January 1, and from all h)- - al (jlly getting the documents in shape
dications It will be the bent that they' to ))e forwarded to Washington to the
The Schonomau- - chairman of both committees in
have ever given.
orchestra of Tjos Augeles. Kress.
will furnish the mnstc.
Mr. Rodey expressed mwh surprise
to 1he number of petitions and the
Depot Master Wayman Anderson at hs
"They bear the
signers thereof.
the
Newton, Kan., has received from
names," he said, "of the prominent
in
very
a
chair,
company
fine invalid's
residents in about every town cVd
which he will hereafter wheel inva- hamlet iu the territory.
The people
room
watting
the
to
lids from the
seem to be unanimous in the desire
will
rest
let
them
cars in which he
for statehood.
while thev are at that stallon. Tlere- Mr Unrfotr Informed The TCvenlne
Tuiure iic una imu lucany
reporter that numerous re
- has peen neen- - (itiz,,n
manarms,
ne
i
in his
Bg are being received for blank
a
ed at the rsewton depot long time.
petitions from all over the territory.
the next ten days," remarkAlex. Graner, a section foreman for "Within Rodey,
Mr.
"there 'will be conventhe Santa Fe, was killed near Hiawa ed
tions and mass meetings In every
night.
tha, the other
He had: town
and village at which time resoevidently been out to light the switch
joint statehood will
lamps and was struck by a train. He lutions favoringpetitions
signed.- was riding his velocipede at the time, be passed and
he was struck. He had considerable
money deposited in l.os Angeles sav- CHEAP RATES OYER
ings banks, but as yet no relatives
THE SANTA FE ROM)
hare been located in this country. He
was a native of Ireland.
Chicago Live Stock Show.
ALBUQUERQUE CONTRACTOH
Every stockman needs the insplra-tio- n
GETS NEEDLES CONTRACT.
and benefit of the International
Contractor A. W. Anson of AlbuStock Exhibition. Will be held
querque, arrived in the city Friday, LiveChicago,
'05. Arrange
Dec.
in
together with Acting Chief Engineer your
to
trip to Chia
pluna
include
C. A. Morse of the Santa Fe road, and
on sale
cago
event.
Tickets
this
for
says
engineer,
the Dec. It!
R. J. Arey, resident
Special
rate
19, inclusive.
to
Kye.
They
once
went to
at
Needles
Ke.
the ground to be vacated for the pur of Ji.V'io, via Santa
T. E. PURDY, Asent.
pose of placing the new recreation
building and have already commenced
The Great Cattle. Exhibit.
the preliminary work. Several car
At Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Deloads of material have already ar
10 to 23, inclusive, is an event
rived and been unloaded and it is ex cember
that should not be missed. The arispected that more will follow rapidly, tocracy
of the bovine kingdom will
The contract for the building calls for
there. Attend the 'International"
its completion by May 1, lHtifi, and be
Low rates ($45.00) via
consequently the contractor will have by all means.
Ke. Tickets on sale December
to use a large force of men in order Santa
11! to lit.
Inquire at ticket office.
to fulfill bis contract.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
International Exhibition.
RUSHING WORK ON
The crown of all exhibitions for live
ARIZONA & CALIFORNIA.
Orant Brothers, who are construct- stock purposes is the "International."
ing the Arizona & California railroad, It will be held at Uniop Stock Yards,
which will be a portion of the new Chicago, Dec. 16 to 23, inclusive. Of
transcontinental line of the Santa Fe course you will plan to attend? Only
that Is to p.iss tnrough Phoenix, ex- $t.V tm via the Santa Fe. You may
pect to have the road completed to buy your ticket any time Dec. 16 to
l!i." Inquire at ticket office.
the Colorado river by May 1.
T. E. PL'RDY, Agent.
The most difficult part of the job is
through
constructing
the tunnel
Every
Citizen
C.ranite Pass. The river reached, It
Should plan to patronizo the Interwill of course, have to be crossed, and
there will still be 100 mi!-- s of work national Live Stock Exposition at
to be done to connect with the main Chicago. Dec. 16 to 23, inclusive. It
stands for growth and expansion in
line In California. Orant Brothers . arc Mi.-rkji euurse "i
.n.l..AtUn
anl, (muuuiuuu.
o,.n
now using .ion men turn are tooKirig
Low rates via Santa Fe.
art' K'HPfor more.
T. E. PURDY. Agent,
After passing through Granite Pass
the work will be comparatively llgnt.
Itch!
Iteh!
Itch!
Scratch!
to the Colorado'
Th n,.iiest
river now is titty miles from that ("cratch! Scratch! The more you
scratch the worse the itch. Try
stream.
Doan's Ointment. It cures plies, eczema, any skin itching. All druggists
SERIOUSLY INJURED ON
sell it.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Meat Market

"It is not what a puUisner mijs of
his productions, but what others say
that gives them the weight of authority." Business men, newspapers and
college presidents and professors Join
in praising his great work.
The best and most practical, as
well ns the latest complete dictionary
of the English language, giving the
spelling, pronunciation, etymology and
definition of words, together with
It con-- i
.thousands of Illustrations.
fains also a gazeteer of the world.
based upon file latest census rt turns
and official estimates.
A dictionary of authors, with titles
of their principal works.
A dictionary of quoted
nanus '.n
standard Action, mythology, legend.
etB.. serving as a key to literary al
lusions.
Published ami for sale by tJeo. V
Ogitvlc, Ki9 Randolph street, Chicago

A
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G. E.

GUSTAF80N,

The Williams Dtag

Proprietor.

B. A. SLEYSTER

O. B. WILLIAMS

,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

WE GIVE

in

Proprietor

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

SXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
You best satisfaction

and F. W. SCHMALMAACK.

Co

mill

work.
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

WEST RAILROAD
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ALBUQUERQUE,

AVENUE,

N. M.
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Hawley on the corner, has Just received a large consignment of kodaks
and accessories. He has Just what
you want.
'A Iff

S3 Citizen

Want Ads Bring The Best Results

CRUSHED

ENGINE.

While beatinu his way on i.MciiK,t-N. 1 of ihe Santa Fe t.:entrai
last Saturday evening, a young man'
of refined appearance, who nald his.
name was Hit hard fi. Wilson, fell from
Ihe water tank of the tender where he'
was riding, 10 the track below, and was
run over. One arm was mutilated so,
badly that amputation was necesary
and one leg was crushtd. The man
Me is now in St. Vincent's
niav die
hospital in Santa Fe Wilson is '.'.I
years of age. Circumstances
the accident promise a mya- ti.iir a u ,r lha vnim m:ln'x IllflltitV.
According to the reports of the acei-- J
hlmiiuoh,
ieni receiveu vy r.
sistant to the president and general'
manager of the Santa Ke Central railway. Wilson and three companions, all
of whom were employed as laborers
by the Laniry-SharConstruction Co.,1
at Camp No. 3l on the Helen
hoarded the pilot of the passenger en-- ,
cine at W'illard under covet oi tM.1
darkness Int.ttiriiiiii' t't nCr to Tov- i

'rain

CO

EMI.

The Ftittire Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

i

Located on the Bclen

Cut-o- ff

Belen, is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

of The Atchison, Topeha

St

Santa F'e Railway

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,

Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

cnt-oiT-

A short distance out oT W'illard the
engiueer saw them and stopi I the
imt thrill
..ni'ine whit. tViLt
started again.1
off. When the train
however, Wilson again boarded it mid
found a hiding place on the teiider.
Before the train had gone lar he
became cold, and halng money in iiisj
pocket, ueciaea to ennm nacK 'o ine
coach aud pay his fare In picf.reni
In doing so he slipped and
to hoboing

fell.
When

O 25lE IBS TOO ISISSILalHgKr., Mo

streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; public cboo! house, costOf 1,000 business and resides e lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out, with broad 80 and
largest
1.500
Inhabitants;
mercantile
population
of
establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 100 barrels daily; large wiDery; three hotel,
ing $16,000; churches. Commercial club; a
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New Mexico, its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated
ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE

WILL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

The lots ofTered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation); no saud or travel.
s
modern hotel.
or! and wood yard, druf ftore, harness shop, etc., etc. Also a

We need a

first-clas-

s

TO BELEN,

EAST AND WEST. NORTH

bakery, tailor st op, shoe house, jeweler, plumbing

AND SOUTH.
hcp, Waning

niili.

first-clas-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; W AR K A NT V DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

I

the news of Wilson's jnjury.
reached Santa Ke engine No. 4 was ,
run IS Willard, earning Dr. J. I.. Nor-riswho ordered the injured man
brought to the hospital.
.ink. superDr. Not ris and Frank
intendent of motive power, then boarded engine No. 4 to ride to Estaucla,
from Willard. While barking up, the

A JOHN BECKER, President

Town and Improvement Company
WM. M. BERGER,
saViiiiliiinrh

L

uTU&idSssk

Secretary

kJ

ALHUOUKHQUK
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l
companions In the bake
months ago. "It Is ridiculous
to state ttin' I ranghl my ear In tho
had, It is doubtful
machine. If
Alxuit your own purchasing of your owt.
whether or not I would have any head
left now."
Captain John P. Fullerton, of the'
territorial mounted poller, was In the
city this nioi nlng en rou'e to Santa Fe,
where he Is railed ,n official business. '
Mr. Fnller'on says that A. D. Litton,'
the man who killed H. B. Green In Socorro enmity, nnd who surrendered reAt this season of the game, when one of the forecently ami u'iis taken t the Socorro
r. unty Jail. Ins hern released on
most thoughts of everybody's brain Is the purchasing of
bond and Ims returned to bis home in
'
things for others wouldn't It be well to remember that
Sierra county.
ft
Charles I". Datteneti, ontlns agent
charity begins at home.
V
for the department of the inferior in
the Kouthwesi.' who has been in the
A hint should be sufficient.
city the pnsl few days, left last tilghtj
The newest in
Are you wearing last year's clothes?
for Arizona, where he goes to nettle,
a milliner or iniiians on me worn or
Suits at $10 to $30.,, Overcoats
everything here.
completing the Irrigation enterprises
$10 to $27.50.
of the Tont.i basin and Colorado river
dam, which are In course of construction. He expects to be absent In
Arizona for several weeks.
Jose Garcia, a well known sheep
its
owner of St. Johns, Ariz., has taken
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER.
up his resilience In Albuquerque for.
the winter, for the purpose. of giving
Ills children tlue city's school aOvani-- i
ages, Mr. (iarrla Is a strong advo-nt- e
of Joint statehood, and says that '
MIERAL LODGE NEW OFFICERS
he believes Apache county, Arizona,
will go almost solid for most any kind j
nf statehood, probably single stateregular meeting of Mineral
At
hood preferred,
but joint statehood Lodge the
No. 4, Knights of Pythias, held
nothing.
rather than
last night at their lodge rooms, the
Dr. W. N. Macbeth, the well known following officers were elected for the
dentist, who was an Inmate of 8t. ensuing year: John H. Cruni, chan- 5
Joseph's
hospital the past
two' cellor commander; E. C. Fuehr, vice
weeks, where he submitted to an op- - chancellor commander;
R. I Hust,
eratlon for rupture, was dismissed! prelate; S. E. Newcomer, keeper of
from the bospital last night and was records and seal; D. H. Boatrlght,
Are always acceptable presents Tor either ladies or gentlemen. We
at his office In the Harnett building1 master of the exchequer; A. G. Harriengrave them free ot charge, and we assure, you they will please.
today. He is well and feels as good; son, master of work; ... O. Cushman,
as he .did twenty years ago, and the' inner guard; Ed. Lavell, outer guard.
Call and see what we have to offer you.
doctor has n good memory. He Is
loud In his praise of the treatment tie
Hawley on the corner, has secured
received at the hospital, and says the; the services of a first-clas- s
amateur
Sisters are the greatest nurses in the finisher and is now ready to do your
First-clas- s
world.
kodak finishing.
work
Stuart Patterson, the wealthy, re- guaranteed.
0
who
ranchman,
dairyman,
7
and
tired
Blue Tjibel canned and liottled goods
now resides In Los Angeles, amidst
0
flowers nnd oranges, is on a visit to are today admitted to be by far trie
119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
best on the market. I hold the exold Albuquerque friends, and will re5
main a few days. Mr. Patterson came clusive right to sell them, in my vest
by way of the Southern Pacific and pocket. Conroy.
stopped over at Drilling, where he
looked over a ranch property near
LADIES' TAILORING.
NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
t ST
that town and may possibly make a
AI RilnilCDMle
...f u vi,t a ... uiuas, I v
. e W I orR I.....
, IS
I
vmiWIPJU
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- purchase before leaving New Mexico.
now
ACADEMY,
ready to receive customers. Call,
TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE
Mr. Patterson iH In the pink of good
Open
Saturday
nights
nnd imagine you are calling at Aultat Col- HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- health, nnd reports himself and famman's, in New York city. You will " omuo nal1- - Instructions from 8
SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND
ily getting along nicely In Los Ant0 9 o'clock. Social dancing
V receive work equal to theirs. One
STREET.
geles.
from 9 to 12 o'clock.
will
trial
convince
most
the
fastidious
A .t Jt
A
A
Deputy Sheriff .1. A. Montoya has
f lady that Madam Gross understands
brought to llarelas. Candido Padllla,
her business. Railroad avenue, over'
a ranchman residing in lorrance,
SOUVENIR DAYS
B. Illeld's.
LAND MATTERS.
Room Uti.
county, who for some time has been
suspected of being responsible
for
H. W. S. Otero,
the theft of valuable cattle, which' FIVEEVERY LADY MAKING A TWENTY-United States Court Commissioner.
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
CENT
PURCHASE AT
depredations
have occurred
with
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
OLD CLOTHING.
alarming regularity. The last grand RUPPE'S PHARMACY WEDNESDAY
to matters before the land ofllce.
AND THURSDAY, OF THIS WEEK,
M. Langer,
jury indicted Padilla and he was bound! WILL
303
BE
SOUTH
A
PRESENTED
WITH
FIRST STREET.
Spend your leisure time at the pool
over to appear at the next term of!
BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR TRAY AND
Corner of Silver Avenue.
hall a' No. U5 West Railroad ave- the district court for trial. Bail was' CALENDAR.
nue.
OCOOOCOOOOOOOOOC
fixed at $500. It Is alleged by neigh- bora of the defendant that Tie has on

some

LOCAL AND

CITIZEN
shop-severa-

1

X

J

IT

VA

314

PERSONAL
Fair tonight and Wednesday.
Y Romero and I'eter Klwell, who
have been here on court liiRtUrs, will
r t n rn to I'hlllll tomorrow morning.
Dr. (1. II. Karon, of Ran Antonio,
N. AI.. arrived in the city this morning to npi'iid a few days,

Felt Shoes

W

2

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

WEST RAILROAD AVE.1E

FOR
Luce Slioos,
lined

WOMEN

leather

foxed, flannel
$1.00 to $1.85

C.

K.

Mend, ririigglxt

of San

Mar-ria-

l,

Suit or
Overcoat

j

arrived In the city this morning
and was a pleasant raller at The CitiI.acP Shoes, all felt, leather Boles,
zen ofllre.
(liinnel lined
$1.25 to $1.50
The regular monthly business meeting of the Woman's iSulhl of St. John's
Fur trimmed Juliets,
flexible
chinch, will be held m Wednesday
leather soles, very dainty, red,
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
green, lrown or blark.S1.25 to $1.50
Special convocation of Rio Grande
Chapter. No. , It. A. M., this evenFelt Slippers, felt soles
60c
ing at 7:3(1. Work in Royal Arch degree. J. C. Forger, secretary.
FOR MEN
As H'vrral members of the hoard of
education are on the sirk list, the regx
r y i v " ' ; , '' Kelt Shoes, plain or leather foxed,
ular meeting scheduled for last evening was necessarily postponed.
ji.,
leather soles, flannel lined,
3
i'w.x-v,- .
V. K. Brown, traveling freight and
to $2.25
passenger agent fur the Santa Fe,
2
h&-Felt Slippers, felt or leather soles,
with headquarters at El Vnao, is in75c"to $1.50
flannel lined
terviewing local merchants today.
At 7:30 o'clock this evening, In the
liable' and Children's Slippers..
vestry rooms or St. John's church, the
45c to $1.00
Daughters or tlio King will hold their
regular meeting, at which time all
members are requested to be present.
A. I Morgan, the contractor, who
has been confined to his home at 911
North Second street, the past week,
A CUP OF PRIME COFFEE
with a touch of malarial fever, is
Ih what goes straight to the heart of
again able to be up and about.
every man at breakfast time, and
Mrs. E. It. Harsch of South Broadeveryone knows that only good groway, has added a new "Revelation"
cers keep good coffee. We take sep-clchina kiln to her. china firing para
pride in our brands, as they have
phernalia. This is the second rhlna
made our store famous. Just as good
kiln ever brought to New Mexico.
as the coffee we sell are our teas,
which principle holds good throughout
The .regular review of Alamo Hive
our enire stock. We sell nothing
No. 1,
was held this
O. T. M
but the best of food products those
afternoon at 2:30, in Odd Fellow
we have tested ourselves, and so can
hall, at which time officers for the
swear by them.
ensuing year were elected.
Benevolent so
The
ciety will bold a meeting at the law
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.
office of Attorney F. W. Clancy tomor
row afternoon at 2:30 o clock. All
members are urged to attend.
The remains of the infant daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. U. Aixxlaea, of Tl- Jeras avenue, were taken to Santa Fe
this morning for Interment. Mrs. Ay
odaca accompanied the remains.
Thomas A. Sharpe and Bernard
Hope, who were arrested last evening
on the charge of Intoxication and begging, pleaded guilty In police court
.
this morning and were sentenced to
ten days each in the city prison.
Regular meeting of Excelsior lodge
Mail
Filled.
No. 1, Degree of Honor, Wednesday
night, December 6. at I. O. O. F. hall
at 7:30 sharp.
Election of officers.
Every member is urgently requested
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.
to be present. By order of the C. of
Kpvurnl nnpnulnno fitftlon hrflnitorl l,n.
H. Etta B. Allison, recorder.
Dr. E. C. McDanlel and wife, resi vines and disposed of them in this
N. M.
dents of Wilson, Ark., are In the city, city.
the guests ofsMr. and Mrs. Charles
C. K. Creamer, for many years one
laFont. The doctor and his wife ex- of the best, engineers that ever pullpert to remain In Albuquerque for a ed the throttle of an engine on the
Ot
week or more, after which they will coast lines out. of Albuquerque, came
continue their tour of the west.
in from the east this morning, find
half an hour later called at The CitiMrs. A. M. Leeaon, official steno
grapher for the New Mexico board zen office. Mr. Cramer Is. now one
of the
of health, was in the city today from of the traveling engineers
Santa Fe for the purpose of taking Huldwln Locomotive works, and for
the minutes of the meeting of that the past few months baa been at
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES
board, which was held this afternoon. Mobile, Alabama, delivering new enMr.
She will return to Santa Fe tomorrow gines to the southern roads.
I have
large itock of diamonds, bie and little, and anmn nf thn
Cramer will remain here a few days
morning.
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
and then proceed to Los Angeles to
A general invitation Is extended to spend
2 sell
before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
the holidays with his family in
the members or the Grand 'Army of that city.
Q them to an eastern wholesale market.
the Republic and Indies' Circle und
Z
thepublic In general, to a rampftre
Wo aro just as anxious to sell you
and social to be held at the residence
s,
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
3
of Comrade A. M. Whitcomb. by the Shoe Polishes, Laces, Leggings,
are
we
etc.,
Slipper.
Soles,
as
Woman's Relief Corps on Friday even' sunnly you with stylish footwear.
ing, December 8, at 8 o'clock.
We carry the het grades the market
Mr. and Mrs. James
Lucas, of affords
end our prices are more than
Los Cerrlllos. arrived here this morn- reasonable.
C. May's Shoe Store, 314
on the delayed No. 7. They will
ing
BOOKS.
avenue.
Up to data Picture Framing.
STATIONERY.
leave tonight for Phoenix, Ariz. , where West Ra'lroad
It Is hoped the low altitude and mild
winter climate of the sister territory's
Capltat City, will yield Mrs. Lucas the
renewed good health she seeks.
G. W. Hislop, representing the In
glewood vineyard, San Francisco, Cal.
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.
Is In the city calling on the local wine
Mr. Hislop Is one, among
dealers.
We're sure to have just what
only a few, in California wbom
he
vou want, and we'll deliver them
This Store Will Lengthen Your Christmas Purse
California state board of health depromptly. Phone us.
clared made wines without adulteration. This afternoon Prof. Frank
Wendell Is showing the gentleman
THC
A BEAUTIFUL LINE OF DOLL
CARRIAGES
AND
HOLIDAY
courtesies.
GOODS GALORE.
Joint statehood is the thing in 319 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Raton, according to Dr. F. B. Hart, of
Auto Phone, 118.
that city, who was in Albuquerque toBEST IN TALKING MACHINES.
COLUMBIA
GRAPH APH ONES
day for the purpose of attending the
meeting of the territorial board of
and Supplies,
CIGARS.
health, which was held this afternoon,
CAN DY.
He states that a joint statehood club
will be organized
at Raton by the o
leading citizens In the very near future.
George Sutherland called at The 0
Evening Citizen office this morning,
CHAS. F. MYERS.
and expressed
the beller that the 0
Vfpn houeht right are a good investment Our prices are right. We
Inrlu
Morning Journal reporter was laboring
you to call and examine the beautl ul diamond good
we are offering; also
under a delusion when he wrote up
WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, ETC.
the account pertaining to the acci- 0
Mall order rernWe special attention.
dent which happened to Sutherland,
when one of his ears was caught In a
AVENTTH.
RAILROAD
bread kneading machine and nearly 0
LEAD! NO JEWELER
torn ofT. Mr. Sutherland states that
he Injured his ear while scuffling with
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Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing.
Orders Promptly

Ltfmfeei,

First and Marquette,

SIMON STERN

Signet Rings

'

MAYNARD.
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PLUMBING

WXK0

--

DIAMONDS !

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

HENRY YANOW. the Pawn Broker

Over-gaiter-

'

Newcomer Book and Art Store

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Cut

Flowers
IVES,

D

11

The Jeweler

Albuquerque,

00

3o

in

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

WHITNEY COMPANY

rtinr

113 - U5- 1 17 South

North Fint Stret

WM. M'tNTOSH.

HARDWARE

RETAIL

We Carry "The Best" Heaters and Ranges

0

CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED AND JAPANED COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.
SHEET 1KOX HEATERS
COLE'S HOT UKA.-iT- .

D tttchess Ttfottseffs
trousers at

3

Proprietor

WIIOLHSALR

We have a new line of these celebrated

401-40-

o

IAMONBS
EVERITT

FintStrtrt Jt

A

PSg

$1.75, $2.50, $3.00 and

$3.50 per pair.

OUR GUARANTEE

OF RIFLES, SHOTGUNS
TO INSPECT THEM.
TRADE
WE INVITE THE

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW STOCK

for a button, 50c for a rip in waist band, $1.00 for a rip in the seat or
a new pair.
10c

TR V

AND AMMUNITION.

I

A PA R
I

'.

VV'

v.

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
BREAD

THE

119

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
West Gold Ave.
122 South Second St.

fVWlIW

MAKERS,

FAMOUS

CAKE

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

pi!'- r l
-

CHOPPERS,

OF FOOD

MAKERS.

STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.

MACHINISTS' TOOLS

0

'

A

SPEC ALTY.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

0

,

